
-we begin our story in a town that is hiden in the moutians- 

 

-six people are in town eating at a local diner- 

 

Becca; Hey guys. Sorry I'm late. Had some tourist who needed 

directions. 

 

Joey: No prob. 

 

Jc: We need more tourism here anyways. 

 

Chris: so your day went okay? 

 

Becca: yeah. The store was quiet today but I guess that's okay.  

 

-justin is looking out the window at the building across the street, a 

truck has just pulled up and a woman gets out- 

 

Justin: look we have someone new 

 

Becca; this is gonna be all over the town paper. 
 

Joey: yay! new gene pool! 

 

becca: Shut it joey.  

 

Jc: Well nothing exciteing happened at work today. Thank god. 



 

Justin: maybe we should help her -the girl is only about 5'8 and has 

short and spiky black hair with white bangs- 

 

Becca: Where's your boss? 

 

Joey: Lance? Dunno. He's probably on his way. Last I saw him he was 

chewing out some new guy. 

 

Justin: he needs a date bad 

 

Jc: Oh yeah. The idiot decided not to follow orders and set something 

wrong. He could have gotten someone killed. 

 

Joey: No shit. Lance probably hasn't gottn laid since highschool. 

 

Justin: tell go help her come on guys –stands up and heads outside 

and across the street- 

 

-Becca goes as well- 

 
Becca; Hey. Can we help you out? 

 

Girl: yes please -hands crates of animals to them- just put them inside 

in the abck please 

 

Justin: oh cool these puppies are so cute! 



 

Becca: So you're the one they hired to take care of the strays problem 

in town. -takes crate and heads back- 

 

-the girl follows- 

 

Girl: just got out of vet school. i love animals so much 

 

Joey: Cool. Someone with an educmacation. 

 

Girl: -laugh- 

 

Becca: Stuff it joe. It's no our falut you kept on falling asleep in school 

 

-they go back out- 

 

Levi: i have two chicillas. be carful the female is prego -hands jc a 

cage- 

 

-Jc looks like he's just been given a time bomb- 

 
Becca; Jayce just walk slowly. 

 

-Jc nods and carefully takes the cage inside- 

 

-soon all of the animals are set up in the back of the shop- 

 

Girl:



Girl: oh by the way, my name is Levi Wood but i go by my middle 

name, Levi 

 

Becca: I'm Rebecca. I run one of the stores in town. 

 

Justin: i'm Justin i work in the lubber factory up in the hills 

 

Joey: I'm Joey. I work with Justin. Most of the men here do. 

 

Chris: i work at the lubber mill too but i work outside doing the dirty 

work 

 

Levi: thats cool. i still have to get the main shop painted and set up 

before i can get the animals out there. i also have to make up signs so 

people know to bring me in animals who are hurt stray or need to get 

fixed 

 

Becca; finally. the stray problem here was getting bad. People just 

seem to think this is a good drop place for thier pets. 

 

Levi: the animals are in good hands i won't let anything happen to 
them -she smiles- well thank you for the help. tell people i'll be open 

next week 

 

Becca: We will. I've got to get back to the shop now. Later everyone! -

leaves- 

 



Chris: our lunch break is over guys later levi -he leaves- 

 

Justin; bye bye -follows chris- 

 

joey; Lets go. 

 

-the rest of the guys follow- 

 

-Levi heads abck to her truck getting the supplies she needs to clean 

up the place- 

 

-the next day at becca's shop- 

 

Becca; Hector! Here kitty kitty. 

 

Chris: got him! -picks up the cat- 

 

Hector; Meow. 

 

-he works weekdays and has weekends off- 

 
Chris: good kitty -pets the cats head and hands him to becca- 

 

Becca; For a shop cat he knows how to hide well. 

 

-lance come sin- 

 



Chris: hi boss, i mean Lance! 

 

Lance; Hey. 

 

Becca; Anything i can help you with? 

 

Chris: so... see that new shop openning up across the cafe? 

 

Lance; No. just browsing. and yeah. I did see the new shop. When's it 

gonna be open? 

 

Becca: Sometime next week. 

 

Chris: why want a pet? 

 

Lance; Maybe. You know like an office cat. Like Hector. 

 

Becca: Trust me you don't want it to be like him. 

 

Chris: that palce has chincillas and ferrets too 

 
Chris: we were helping out get allt he animals she already has 

 

Lance; Maybe I should get one. Oh well. Anyways how are things 

going with you guys. 

 

-the bell above the door rings and everyone looks at the door. a large 



huskie walks in and checks out the place- 

 

Hector: Meow! -hides- 

 

Becca; Hello doggy. -goes to it- What are you doing here? 

 

-the dog leans up and licks her arm and keeps looking around- 

 

Becca; Maybe we should bring it to that place. 

 

Chris: lets see what it does first 

 

Lance; Maybe. 

 

-they watch as the dog goes and leans up pulling down a package that 

has a very nice dog tag collar in it, then goes tot eh counter and sets it 

down scratching its neck- 

 

Becca; A dong wanting to buy something? Well i guess there's a first 

time for everything. 

 
Lance; Does anything phase you? 

 

-a ten dollar bill falls from its collar and it picks it up setting it on the 

counter. then it takes and package and leaves- 

 

Chris: dude you video tape that and put it on Youtube! 



 

Becca; No thanks. 
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hector visual aid 

 

-Hector shows up- 

 

-lance leaves and follows the dog and sees it going around back into 

that store. he keeps following it and goes inside finding the palce 

under some construtiona nd the dog no where to be found- 

 

Lance: Here doggy doggy doggy. 

 

-a girl walks in fromt he main shop looking at the man funny- 

 

Levi: may i help you? 

 

Lance; Umm yeah. i saw a dog go in here. Did you see it? 

 
Levi: yeah its my dog. here i'll show you 

 

-levi takes lance around the corner to a dog sleeping in a bed int he 

corner- 

 

Levi: my gaurd dog 



 

-she takes the package from by the bed- 

 

Levi: he's a trained pup 

 

Lance: Oh...Um..Okay. 

 

Inner Lance: Somethings up. I just know it. 

 

Levi: is there anything else i can do for you? 

 

Lance: Um no. You're not going to be open till next week so I'll leave 

you alone till then. I've got to get back to the office now. 

 

Levi: where do you work? 

 

Lance; the logging company a few miles away. 

 

Levi: oh some people were helping me out yesterday and said they 

work for that place. um... justin? joey? and a girl was with them who 

owns that town store down there Rebecca 
 

Levi: you know them? 

 

Lance; yeah. We've been friends since we were little kids. She and 

Chris have been friends since they were babies. We even took baths 

togeather as kids. 



 

Levi: heh thats cool. i grew up in Nevada. alot different then this place 

 

Lance; Not many trees there I hear. 

 

Levi: more like sex and gambling 

 

Lance; Makes me grateful to be here. It's too noisy for me there. 

 

-int he main shop there are tables and things along the walls and fish 

tanks. a main table is in the middle of the rooma nd its a cirlce with a 

chair inside. a lift up door is in the abck to get in- 

 

-levi walks over and goes to the computer- 

 

Levi: hey do you know how to work computers? 

 

Lance; Yeah. That's the majority of my job. -goes over to her- What do 

you need? 

 

Levi: i know how to work it but i just can't figure out how to get 
everything plugged in. the plug in is over there -points to the wall tot 

he right- and a hole right there for the cords to come out -points- 

 

Levi: you think you can figure out a set up for me? 

 

Lance; That's always the tricky part. -gets on his knees and starts 



working.-  I think i can figure it out.  

 

Levi: thanks. i'll be int he back i'm setting up the medical rooms 

 

-Lance gets to work on setting it up and manages to get everything 

plugged in- 

 

-levi smiles and walks into the back. lance looks over at her and 

watches her butt as she goes- 

 

-next week at grand openning- 

 

Chris: 'please, if you find a stray or hurt animal bring it in to me!' 

 

Chris: a Garfield poster advertising fixing your pets? 

 

Becca; It works. 

 

Levi: why not i love Garfiled he's all over the place here 

 

-they go inside the shop. its painted a crimson color and has a seprate 
room for the fish- 

 

Joey: yeah but I don't think that any animal would willingly advertise 

castration to his own kind. 

 

-back medical area is tea green- 



 

Levi: so yal like it? 

 

Jc: Yeah. It's nice. 

 

Justin: i love it. so if we find a stray where do we go? 

 

Becca; I like it. I'll bring Hector in for his checkup. he probably should 

get fixed too. 

 

Levi: around back there it says vet office. 

 

-justin nods- 

 

Lance; Okay. 

 

Justin: so one side its pet shop the other vet? 

 

Levi: bingo and its all attached. 

 

-levi sits down at the check out desk- 
 

Levi: just to let you know animals cost alot of money 

 

Becca; Oh I already know that. 

 

Jc: That's only because Hector breaks everything. 



 

Levi: those ferrets over there? -points at a cage- they are 200 a piece. 

i want to make sure they go into good homes so theya re expencive. 

chichillas are 250 

 

-Lance goes over and inpects the ferrets- 

 

Lance; how well do ferrets do as office pets? 

 

Levi: depends on the ferret. the femal in there is gonna ahve babies in 

a month. babies if you raise them right and train them will be good. 

adults though are pains in my butt if you ask me, but i love 'em 

 

Lance: I see. Alot like my workers. 

 

Joey: Hey! 

 

Jc; We're not that bad. 

 

-Lance grins- 

 
CHirs: i want a dog how much are they? 

 

Becca; Oh god don't give him one. He can't keep a houseplant alive for 

more than a month. 

 

Levi: depends on the breed. chepest they come in the whinners dogs 



which are 50-75 

 

Chris: crap! 

 

Becca; People look like thier pets. You should get a pug if you want a 

dog so bad. 

 

Levi: its life i want to mkae sure that if someone can pay alot of 

money for an animal thent heya re willing to take care of it 

 

Levi: i have two pug puppies a girla nd a boy. for both of them they 

are about........ -she walks over to them and take one out. chris goes 

over to her- i'd say this baby boy would be 85 

 

CHris: he's cute can i hold him? 

 

-levi hands him over and chris holds him. he licks his face- 

 

Becca: Aww he's cute. 

 

Lance; Dosen't look like Chris at all. 
 

Jc; Bravo little dog. 

 

Dog: arf 

 

Chris: how much for both of them? 



 

Levi: i'll be nice and say 150 

 

Chris: i'll come in tomorrow its pay day and get them. i want them -

kisses the dogs head and gives it back to levi- 

 

Levi: alrighty -puts the dog back- 

 

Becca; Chris are you sure that's a good idea? I mean that you're gone 

most of the day. Are you sure you'll be able to take care of two dogs? 

 

Jc; Don't bother Becca. Once he's made up his mind there's no 

changeing it. 

 

Levi: i trust him and the dogs like him 

 

-chris is in front of the cage and the puppies are jumping around- 

 

puppy 2: barkbarkbarkbark! 

 

Chris: i love you too puppies. i'll name the guy busta and you korea 
 

inner Becca; I should never have taken him to that korean barbeque 

last year. 

 

jc; We'll get out of your hair now. 

 



Levi: alright see ya! -becca has to drag chris out and the puppies 

whimper as he goes out the door with everyone else- 

 

-levi goes over to the dogs- 

 

Inner Puppy 2: Daddy! 

 

Levi: he'll be back tomorrow okay? 

 

Puppies: bark! -they go to sleep- 

 

Levi: yes sleep. all of you take a nap! 

 

-allt he animals go to sleep- 

 

-levi goes into the vet part and begins working on a stray cat she 

found- 

 

Kitty: Meow. 

 

-on the way back to thier homes. Becca lives above her store- 
 

Lance; I'm getting a ferret. 

 

Joey: You look like one. 

 

Chris: heh 



 

Justin: your gonna spend what was it 200 buck on it? 

 

Lance; I've got the money. 

 

CHris: you gonna askt he chick out too? 

 

Lance; Maybe. She's hot I'll say that. 

 

Justin: dude you need a good fuck 

 

Lance; Oh come one. 

 

on 

 

joey: He's right dude. you've been too tense. You need to get laid. 

 

Becca; I'd like to remind you that there is a woman present. 

 

Chris: where? 

 
Becca; You idiot! -hit's him playfully- 

 

-chris grins and puts his arm around her shoulder- 

 

Chris: no seriously where? 

 



Becca; Right here. -takes his hand and puts it on her boob for a split 

second before takeing it off- 

 

inner chris oh god....................... 

 

Chris: heh got ya 

 

Becca; Quite frankly you're a pervert. 

 

Justin: you like it 

 

Becca: Hardly. I'll see you all tomorrow. -goes into her house- 

 

Joey: You've been crushing on her for how long now? 

 

-chris waves and skips down to the apartments loft building- 

 

Justin:t oo long 

 

-they all live in the apartment loft building- 

 
Joey: It seems like only yesterday we were all getting muddy on the 

playground and needing to take a bath. 

 

Jc; Oh yeah. That time when we tried to make a snowman out of mud. 

 

Justin: heh i loved that! 



 

Lance; Didn't you get a slug in your hair when your mom tied to clean 

you off though? 

 

Justin: heh that was even funnier! 

 

Jc; You're mom nearly had a heart attack. And then Chris made 

Becca cry and we all got in trouble for getting dirty. Man we were evil 

as kids. I'll see you guys tomorrow. -goes up to his apartment- 

 

Justin: see yal! -goes to his- 

 

Lance: Night! -goes- 

 

-joey yawns and goes- 

 

-next day- 

 

Chirs: i'm here for my puppies! 

 

-chris comes intot eh hsopa nd sees a cute little cat sleeping on a bed 
on the counter- 

 

Puppy 2: Daddy! -this comes out as a bark- 

 

Chris: Levi? -goes over tot eh cat petting it. it stirs and wakes- hey 

you think you can go get your owner Levi for me? -the cat jumps 



down and runs into the vet place- cool all her own pets are trained 

 

-chris goes tot eh puppies and takes them out. they jumps on him and 

they play till levi come sout- 

 

Levi: hey ya ready to adopt? 

 

Chris: yep -puts the pups back- 

 

Puppy 2: bark bark bark bark bark! 

 

-same with puppy one- 

 

-chris goes over and fills out the forms and pays. then he buys a crate 

and levi laods them in. he also buys food and water dishes and dog 

food. levi helps get them all out to his car- 

 

Chris: thank you! -drives off- 

 

-levi nods and heads inside- 

 
-Puppy one sleeps on the way but Puppy tow insists on being in 

Chris's lap- 

 

-later that day- 

 

Chris: there your all set. see guys? 



 

-The puppies are sniffing around everywhere.- 

 

Justin: they looks happyish 

 

Jc; I think the boy is about to mark his territory. 

 

-chris rusn over and picks upt ehd og- 

 

Chris: no you -crap -its pees all voer him- 

 

Justin: HAHA! 

 

Puppy 1: ahhhhhh. 

 

Jc; You had that coming. 

 

Chris: time to trian you -faces the dog- 

 

-puppy two pees int eh croner- 

 
CHirs: busta stop that! 

 

Joey; -trying not to laugh- We'll leave you to your kids. 

 

Justin: maybe you should get Levi to help you -cracks up laughing 

and leaves- 



 

-at the store- 

 

Becca: Levi? I'm here with Hector. 

 

-the dgo that came into her store in walking around then looks at her- 

 

Hector: meow! 

 

Becca; Oh hello again. I'm here to get Hector checked out. And fixed. 

is Levi here? 

 

-teh dgo barks- 

 

Levi: go around tot he vet part becca! 

 

-Becca nods and goes in with the cat- 

 

-the dgo keeps walking around- 

 

Levi: he this is hector? -she is wearing a doc coat- 
 

Becca; Yes. He's normally not this grumpy. He's always being a kitten. 

Then again he's not that old. 

 

-levi takes the cat into a examining room and checks him out- 

 



Levi: he's healthy but has big nuts for sure 

 

Hector; Meow.  

Teanslation: I like them there thank you very much. 

 

Becca; I think it's high time he got fixed. 

 

Levi: he seems to be a tomcat or turning into one, taking them now 

he'll turn into a big momma's boy i know that because when iw as 

growing up i ahd a cat who we nudered pretty late 

 

-levi goes to her scedual- 

 

Becca; He's a shop cat so that will work just fine. 

 

Levi: i've gotten alot of busness so far so how about drop him off 

tomorrow morning and he'll be done once you close the store 

 

Becca: Okay. Come on hector. -scoops up cat- How much do I owe you 

for the checkup? 

 
-Grabs checkbook- 

 

Levi: has he gotten any of his shots? 

 

Becca; I'm not sure. I got him from a breeder from out of town so i 

don't know. i have his papers in an envelope in my purse. -takes it 



out- i figured you should look over them. 

 

-levi looks them over- 

 

Levi: i won't charge you for the cehck ups. my chekc ups are always 

free. i'll update him on his vacines and nuder him tomorrow, then 

you'll be paying 

 

Becca; Okay. Come on hector. -waves and leaves- 

 

-levi waves back- 

 

inner hector: NO SNIP SNIP NO SNIP SNIP! 

 

Becca: Hector stop squirming. You're rather talkative today aren't 

you. 

 

-Lance passes Becca on the way in and is laughing- 

 

Lance; she's turning into a crazy cat lady by the day. 

 
-he heads into the pet store and stares at the ferrets. the female isn't 

in there- 

 

Lance; Huh. Where's the female? Is she haveing her kids? 

 

-levi pokes her head intot eh store- 



 

Levi: i took an unltrasound of her babies and they aren't developing 

right. she's been having pregnacy problems. i'm keeping her int he 

back and gave her some meds to help with the babies deveopments 

 

Lance; I see, How much for the male? 

 

Levi: 200 

 

-she walks out- 

 

Levi: thought you wanted a baby? 

 

Lance; Okay. Call me when they're ready. 

 

Levi: it will be another month 

 

Lance; I got time. I was wondering. Would you ever consider going out 

with me? Like on a date? There's not much to do here but there's a 

movie theatre in the next town over. If you want we can go there. 

 
-levi shrugs- 

 

Levi: i take the weekends off but come here to check up on the 

animals. i keep my phone on just in case an emergency happens. i 

guess i'm free on saturday 

 



Lance; Okay. So i'll pick you up at eight then? 

 

Levi: deal 

 

-Lance grins waveing and leaveing- 

 

-levi smiles and goes back to work. a dog barks at her- 

 

Levi: oh be quiet -still grins- 

 

-elsewhere- 

 

Chris: food! -charges becca- 

 

-justin and jc head out of the building- 

 

Becca; Hold your horses crazy. -holds the food out of reach of him- 

This is for everyone so don't eat it all. 

 

Jc; Thank god! 

 
-joey and lance head on over and they sit down and begin eating- 

 

-a while later justin turns his head intot eh uncut trees hearing 

noises- 

 

Justin: hear that? -talking with mouth ful- 



 

becca; What's wrong? 

 

joey: yeah...Something's out there. I'll go check it out. -gets up- 

 

-the rustling gets louder- 

 

-then levi comes out fot eh trees out of breath- 

 

Levi: ahve you -breath- seen a dog? 

 

Becca: No. Why? 

 

Jc: This can't be good. 

 

Levi: its rabid i chased it up here 

 

-she has a gun on her- 

 

Chris: -gulp- 

 
Lance; Shit. okay. I'll send an alert to the rest of the group. -runs up to 

his office- 

 

-levi leans against a tree- 

 

Levi: well keep eating 



 

Intercom: This is a warning to all staff. We have a rabid dog on the 

premises. Do not attemptto approach it. Local animal control is 

working on getting it. 

 

-chris and justin nods and stuff their faces- 

 

Levi: i need more people to work with me 

 

Joey: I'll help. 

 

Jc; I can't do much good but i'll try 

 

-levi nods- 

 

Levi: if you see the dog yell out okay? if it charges you run like hell 

 

Levi: just sit down and eat like those twoa re -points at chris and 

justin- 

 

Joey; Got it. 
 

-they eat. Becca just sits there- 

 

Levi: i'll be over there -walks off- 

 

-the guys all finish eating and Becca gathers up the containers. The 



guys all get back to work. Becca heads to her car- 

 

-the dog is sitting on her car- 

 

Becca: Oh god. -stops in her tracks- 

 

-the dog growles and stands- 

 

-Becca stands there frozen- 

 

Dog: BARK! -it echos- 

 

Chris: the dog..... where is it? 

 

Joey: I think it's coming from the office area...Oh god. The parking lot! 

Levi! Get your gun and head for the parking lot! 

 

-levi takes off running- 

 

-meanwhile the dog gets ready to jump at her- 

 
Dog: BARK BARK! 

 

-Becca slowly takes a step back not knowing wheter to run or not- 

 

-the dog jumps- 

 



-Becca runs- 

 

-the dog goes after her and she runs around the building towards joey 

and chris- 

 

Chris: oh god BECCA! 

 

Becca; Run! 

 

-levi comes to a stop turning around- 

 

Levi: shit 

 

-the poeple there start to run tooa dn the dog gets confused but still 

chanses becca- 

 

-levi runs as fast as she can pulls out her gun- 

 

Lance; Damn. 

 

Levi: BARK BARK! 
 

-the dog stops and turns around- 

 

Joey; eh? 

 

-levi aims and fires and the dog falls instantly dead- 



 

-levi puts her gun back and pulls out a bag frome hr pocket and puts 

the dog into it taking it back to her truck- 

 

Levi: yal are okay now 

 

-she leaves- 

 

Chris: okay she didn't say bark she actually barked like that dog 

 

Becca; Oh god. i don't care what she did. i'm just happy that thing is 

dead now. 

 

-chris hugs her tightly- 

 

Chris:a re you oaky? 

 

joey; Still somethings up with her. 

 

Becca; Yeah. It didn't get me. 

 
-chris kisses her forehead- 

 

Chris: okay i ahve tog et abck to work 

 

Becca; Stay safe okay? -hugs him and goes back to her car leaveing- 

 



-everyone goes abck to works till stunned at the chick barking- 

 

-meanwhile levi is burrying the dog- 

 

inner levi: i shouldn't have done that 

 

-after work that day the guys are all at Joey's place for drinks. Becca 

had to saty and take care of the shop.- 

 

joey: I'm happy that she took down that dog don't get me wrong but 

something is seriously up with her. 

 

Lance; I don't think it's anything to worry about. 

 

Jc: Well at least not yet. 

 

Joey: What do you think Chris?  

 

Chris: it was weird like, seriously who can bark that good? she 

sounded like that rabid dog only louder! 

 
Chirs: i can't even dog that trust me i've tried witht eh pugs 

 

Justin: i heard several barks from inside the building and they all 

sounded the same. i didn't even think she barked untily uo guys said 

she did 

 



Jc; Yeah. I didn't hear it all that well but it sounded pretty real 

 

Justin: maybe we could talk with her about it? ask why she even 

barked in the first place? 

 

Chris: its ovious why. she was trying tog et the dog to stop chansing 

Becca and it did it stopped and faced her 

 

Justin: wouldn't that dog though keep chasing becca though it ignored 

allt eh yells and everything around it just kept going at becca 

 

Chris: its only stopped when Levi barked at it.......................... 

 

Joey: That is ture. We need to talk to her.Lance oculd be right about it 

not being anything to worry about. But this time tomorrow everyone 

is going to know. most of them will probably blow it off but there are 

gonna be a couple people who won't like it. 

 

Justin: most of who? 

 

joey: town. you know the rest of the populis. 
 

Justin: i don't get it they won't like what 

 

Lance; Justin think. The rest of the guys at work are gonna tell thier 

wives. they're gonna keep gossiping until the whole town knows about 

what happened at work. 



 

Justin: oh......... -grins- me brian is slow 

 

brain! 

 

Chris: duh 

 

Chris: so people are gonna think levi is all weird and won't let her do 

her job unless we figure out why she did what she did 

 

Joey: Like I said earlier. Most people won't care one way or another 

and just blow it off. we get alot of strage activity around here. But 

there might be one or two people who will have a problem with it and 

start bothering Levi. 

 

-they all nod= 

 

Lance: I've got a date with her on saturday. I can try and talk to her 

about it then. 

 

Justin: that sounds good 
 

joey: The rest of us will talk to her later this week. 

 

-they agree- 

 

Jc: Chris when are you just going to admit to yourself that you like 



Becca/ 

 

Chirs: i know i like becca..... she just doesn't need to know 

 

Lance: Why not? Dude you've been crushing on her since highschool. 

 

CHirs: i don't know.................. 

 

Joey: Spit it out. Turst me it's a good idea.-takes drink- 

 

-chris shruggs and drinks- 

 

-they finish their drinks and head to thier own homes. Chris to his 

dismay had to clean up puppy pee when the dogs piss on the floor 

when greeting him- 

 

-hehehheheheh- 

 

-happy pee- 

 

-the next day- 
 

Becca; Okay Hector. Time to go see Levi. 

 

Inner Levi: demon butcher woman! 

 

-Becca walks into the vet section of the place Hector in his kitty 



carrier AKA the box of trechary- 

 

-levi is sitting down at her table writting something- 

 

Levi: hey becca 

 

Becca; Hey. Hectors here for his shots. And of course to get fixed. How 

much do i owe you? 

 

Levi: you can pay once its done but it will be about -insert money 

here- 

 

Becca; Okay. -fills out check- 

 

Inner Hector: DEVIL WOMAN! BUTCHER! NO SNIP SNIP! 

 

Levi: i think Hector knows 

 

Becca; He does I'm sue of it. He's a smart cat. But he's probably done 

his share of sowing wild oats so it's time for his testes to leave. 

 
Levi: mkay -levi takes the check- he'll be ready once you get off work 

 

Becca: Okay. Bye Hector. -walks out the door- 

 

Inner Hector; Why are you leaveing me!? 

 



Levi: because you have to get nudered -hector could understand her- 

 

Hector; You will not touch me butcher woman! 

 

Levi: i have to okay? trust me unless you want your children to all 

end up getting eaten or killed your getting them snipped -puts hector 

into a cage and writes a ntoe down for it- 

 

Levi: its for the sake of your spiecies now shush 

 

Hector: meow. 

 

-levi smiles and goes back to her desk- 

 

-three hours later its hectors turn. she takes him in and gives him his 

shots, then does the nudering, then puts him back into his cagea dn 

goes onto checking out a dog who had to ahve his leg amputated- 

 

Dog; whine. 

 

Dog; Leg gone. Hurts. 
 

Dog: Gonna go soon? 

 

Levi: i knw it hurts pup but it will be okay. your owners will be back 

tomorrowso you can go home. your gonna feel a pinch buts it gonna 

help with the pain 



 

-little did Levi know the guys were on their lunch break and were 

right behind her listening quietly- 

 

-levi gives the dog a shot- 

 

Dog: whimper 

 

Levi: there ya go pup. you'll be home soon. is it good there at your 

place? 

 

Dog; Food. Bed. Pet.  

 

-levi kisses the dogs head- 

 

Levi: sleep pup -shuts the cage and puts the curtian over it so he can 

ahve privacy- 

 

Joey: Hey Levi. 

 

Levi: WHA! -spins around breathing ahrd- 
 

Chris: sorry.................. 

 

Joey: Didn't mean to scare you there. 

 

Levi: don't do that will ya! -she shuts the door to the 'recovery room' 



as she called it- 

 

-she sits down at her desk typing on her laptop- 

 

Levi: is there anything i can do for any of you? 

 

Jc: Just wanted to say thank you. For what you did yesterday. 

 

Justin: were you just talking with that dog? 

 

Levi: no problem its my job. and i was trying to sooth it 

 

Chris: you were barking and whimpering and sounded lieka  dag not a 

human trying to be a dog 

 

Joey: Is there something we don't know about going on? It's okay. You 

can tell us. 

 

Jc: We just want to know. 

 

Joey; Yeah. You can tell us. 
 

Levi: i'm just a vet and pet shop owner. i love animals and they love 

me. i have a way with them 

 

joey: Enoguh that you can take down a rabid dog just by barking at it? 

That was no imitation. You did a real bark. 



 

Levi: i have talant i guess -keeps typing- 

 

Joey: Alright. if anyone bothers you let us know okay? -turns to go- 

 

Levi: thank you. -she smiles- 

 

-they leave- 

 

Joey: She's hideing something that's for sure. 

 

Justin: uh-huh. she was talking with that dog just then i know it! 

 

Jc; Well we can't get her to talk to us. The most we can do right now it 

keep her safe from the town crazies. 

 

-they all nod and walk off to eat- 

 

Becca; Hey guys. What's up? 

 

Chris: nothing really. we went to see Levi 
 

becca: really? I should have gone with you guys. i need to pick up 

hector after lunch today. By the way how are the puppies? 

 

Chris: they are peeing alot but Levi i called her yesterday said it was 

normla and just when you think they are gonna pee take them 



outside 

 

Justin: that is why Jc wants cats only 

 

Becca: Potty training.  

 

Becca; Cats pee everywhere too you know. 

 

-the town has two main streets on one is the vet the other is pet shop 

and they are the same just with the only way they are connected is 

one door. and alley way goes between that building and the one next 

to it- 

 

Lance: Sorry I'm late. How did everything go? 

 

Chris: didn't get much 

 

Jc: Need coffee. 

 

Joey: then go get some already. 

 
Becca; What? 

 

Jc: You wouldn't understand Becca. 

 

becca; How am supposed to if you don't tell me? 

 



Justin: anyways maybe you'll get more when you go on that 'date'. 

just use a condom. don't want to repeat high school............... 

 

lance; Justin we all agreed never to speak of that ever again. 

 

Becca; Yes. 

 

Chris: still bass 

 

Lance; I'll try and see what I can get out of her. 

 

-that saturday- 

 

lance: You ready? 

 

-levi lives in the loft that is above the pet store/vet hos.- 

 

Levi: elts go -she is in leather jeans and a nice white button up- 

 

-all guy- 

 
-Lance is wearing a t-shirt and jeans- 

 

Lance; Okay. -leads her to truck- 

 

-they take the stairs at the end of the hallway and go out the door at 

the side of the building- 



 

Levi: what movie are we gonna see? 

 

Lance; It's this horror comedy. 

 

Levi: horror? 

 

Lance; I heard about it from Jc. It's not really scary. 

 

Levi: better not be 

 

-they go- 

 

-on the way back levi still has her pop- 

 

Levi: good movie but really stupid 

 

Levi: tried too hard 

 

Lance: yeah. Movies these days are usually bad. And by the way. 

Thanks for saveing my crew. 
 

Levi: no problem its my job. poor dog was suffering 

 

lance; Sorry if I seem rude for saying this but how did you do that 

bark? 

 



Levi: years and years of practise. i grew up on a farm and had horses 

cows bunnies barn cats and dogs 

 

Levi: allt he animals loved me and i've always ahd this way with them 

 

Lance: I see. 

 

Levi: lets say i understand them alot better then the most popular 

animals person in the world 

 

Lance; Well you're not like Steve Irwin. He's dead. you're alive and 

kicking. 

 

Levi: Steve Irwin was my Idol, but he always teased the animals. he 

loved them but he wasn't that kind sometimes. its seems he was but 

he would be surprised by me 

 

lance; Can't say I'm suprised. 

 

Levi: you think i'm a freak don't you? 

 
Lance; Hardly. I've met a whole lot stranger people. 

 

Levi: -she looks out the window- last town i was in they ran me out of 

it and killed half the animals i have now. it was horrible 

 

Lance; Don't worry. Me and the guys won't let that happen. 



 

Levi: you barley know me 

 

Levi; thats probably a good thing 

 

Lance; We like you though. That's reason enough.  

 

Levi: i knew people just like you and they were the ones who killed 

my animals 

 

Levi: they liked me too 

 

Lance: We won't. 

 

Levi: uh-huh. may i ask why we passed my place and are heading to 

that apartment complex there instead? 

 

Lance; Crap. Sorry. 

 

Levi: i'll walk -he parks and she heads back- 

 
-he was at his palce- 

 

Inner Lance: So she thinks we're gonna treat her like shit? Geeze. 

 

-next day- 

 



Justin: she then definatly has something to hide -at becca's store- 

 

Hector: purrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr. 

 

Chris: he is a momma's boy 

 

Becca; She was acting a little strange today when she stopped by 

here. -scratches hector behind the ears- 

 

Lance; She thinks we're gonna be like the people from the last town 

she was in. they chased her out and killed her animals. 

 

Becca; That's not us though. 

 

Joey: Yeah. The people she should be worried about are that one 

family who lives on the edge of town. 

 

Chris: well they ahd to have a reason. what is it? 

 

Becca; I don't know. 

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDdj8A2wH18&NR=1 

 

Justin: don't remind me about that family. britney's parnets wanted 

me to marry her and so did mine but she is a whore beyond belief! 

 

becca: Yes. thank god she miscarried. 



 

Joey: Her family is scary. 

 

Jc; Thankfully there's not that many of them. 

 

Lance; yeah. Just brit her parents and sister. 

 

-levi comes intot he store looking around at the postcards- 

 

Becca; Hey levi. 

 

Levi: hey 

 

Becca; is there something you need? 

 

Levi: just getting a post card for my family 

 

Becca: Okay. goes back to petting Hector- 

 

Levi: how is hector doing anyways? -picks out two and goes tot eh 

counter pulling out her wallet- 
 

becca; He's doing good. Gaining weight but that's okay. Not nearly as 

many things are breaking. 

 

-levi pets hector and he licks her hand for a while- 

 



Levi: how are busta and korea chris? 

 

Chris: they elarned to calw at the front door when they need to go. 

accidents still alot of them but they are learning 

 

Levi: thats what is supose to happen 

 

lance; How're you feeling? 

 

Levi: fine -smiles- thanks becca -takes the post cards and puts them 

into her coat pocket- hey is the cafe that you guys are always at a 

good place? 

 

Justin: been going there since it openned 

 

Levi: got to go there then. see yal -she walks out smiling- 

 

Becca; later! 

 

Lance; see ya! 

 
-when we left off Levi had left the store and Becca was talking with 

the others about what was going on. Hector was being a momma's 

boy- 

 

Chris: that girl has something goin on 

 



Justin: so many questions 

 

Jc: Ya think? We've been trying to get her to talk about it but she 

won't 

 

Chris: maybe it isn't our business ever think about that? 

 

Joey: i think the most we can do right now is make sure britney's 

family dosen't bother her. 

 

Lance; Chris is right. 

 

Chris: yeah i want to know but hey if she doesn't want to say anything 

then......... 

 

Becca: I agree. She's not hurting anyone so I think we've got nothing 

to fear. As long as we keep the spear's away from her everything 

should be fine. 

 

Jc; Right. We should be getting back to work. I'll see ya'll later. Bye 

Hector. 
 

Hector: purrrrrrr. 

 

Lance; Yeah. See ya 

 

Joey; I'll stop by later to get some stuff. 



 

-chris stays behind when the others leave- 

 

CHris: um............... becca? 

 

Becca; Yeah? What's wrong? 

 

Chris: i wanted to know if you want to -suddenly a truck comes 

speeding down the street and nearly crashes into the pet store. guess 

who- What the fuck? 

 

Becca; Oh for the love of fucking god! Not these bastards again! 

 

-it is quite a rare thing for Becca to talk like that.- 

 

Chris: lets go! -drags her down there- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Levi: hi can i help you three? 

 
-Hector hides under a table- 

 

person: Yeah. You can take your animals and your witchcraft and get 

the hell out of our town! 

 

Levi: eh? 



 

-she tilts her head to the side- 

 

Person 2: We know you're up to no good. We know yout worked some 

kind of devil work on that dog the other day. 

 

Levi: oh the dog who got rabies? someone told me it was your dog. i'm 

so sorry that had to happen but i had to shoot him he was suffering 

 

Person: He could have been cured! We didn't need no devil woman 

talking to him in some un earthly tounge and shooting at him! 

 

Levi: okay i should have let that dog attack another person then the 

dog would get even worse then suffer till it died meanwhile the person 

having to get medical treatment asap 

 

-Becca and Chris show up- 

 

Levi: it was too late for your dog i'm really really sorry. i burried him 

out back i didn't know where you guys lived 

 
Becca; Alright Spears. That's enough. Leave the girl alone. 

 

Britney: that damn girl or guy killed my dog! she should pay! 

 

Levi: yal are stupid you don't understand what was wrong with that 

dog 



 

Becca; Britney the dog was sick. He should have got help a long time 

ago but it's too late now. Levi is not at falut here. Now leave or I will 

call law enforcement. 

 

Levi: anything else i can help you with? 

 

other spears: You have three days. Get out of town by then or else. 

Come on Britney. -they leave- 

 

-levi shrugs and goes back to her computer- 

 

Chris: hey they didn't hurt you did they? 

 

Levi: nope not at all 

 

Becca: Don't worry about them Levi. They're the local psychos. I'll call 

the sheriff and have him keep an eye on them for you. 

 

Becca; Do you need me to get anything for you? 

 
Levi: no you don't have to ahve anyone watch them. they can't do any 

harm to me or my animals. but can you ask Lance if he is interested 

at all in adopting a ferret because my ferret just gave birth this 

morning, preterm but the babies are heathy 

 

Becca: okay. 



 

Chris: we will see you Levi 

 

-levi waves and smiles at them- 

 

-they walk back to becca's store- 

 

CHris: want to go on a date? -he says it really fast and in one breath- 

 

Becca: Chirs are you feeling okay? You've been talking really fast and 

you seem nervous. 

 

CHris: um... -he rubs the back of his necka nd shuts his eyes tightly- 

do you want to go on a date with me? -he says it slower this time but 

still fast- 

 

Becca: Umm sure. -smiles- 

 

-chris lets out a breath like he's been holding it the entire time- 

 

Chris: tomorrow at eight 
 

Becca: Sure. i'll meet you here. Aren't you late for work? 

 

Chris: shit! -he runs over to her and kisses her quickly then runs out 

to his car up the street- 

 



-Becca blushes a bit but goes back into her store- 

 

Hector: Meow? 

 

Becca: i know Hector. I was wondering why he kissed me earlier but I 

guess not I've got the answer. 

 

-next night chris takes becca to a movie- 

 

-he does the 'stretch and put arm around girl' thing int he middle- 

 

-hector meanwhile was meowing away- 

 

-its was a horror movie but Becca was not flinching- 

 

-chris was- 

 

-face in chest thing- 

 

Becca's Boobs: Dude wtf? 

 
CHris dick: yummy yummy yummy i got lots of love in my 

tummy......... heh and by love i mean spream and by tummy i mean 

dick 

 

-after movie- 

 



sperm 

 

Chris: you enjoyed it? 

 

Becca; It was good. Not like alot of crappy horror films I've seen. 

 

-chris smiles- 

 

Chris: want to come over to my place? 

 

Becca: Okay.  

 

-they get to his place- 

 

-pups are asleep on his bed- 

 

Busta: zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz. 

 

Korea: snort 

 

Becca: They're getting big aren't they? 
 

Chris: oh yeah -he sits down on his couch- come here i won't bite 

 

Becca: I already knew that. -sits next to her- 

 

-him- 



 

-yes him- 

 

Chris: so......................... 

 

Becca; What is it? 

 

inner chris: do i kiss her? we've been friends for so long 

 

Chris: i don't know what to do 

 

-Becca rolls her eyes kissing him then pulling away- 

 

Becca: Chris in all the years i've known you i never knew you to be 

hesitant. 

 

Chris: -sounds like baby then grins- 

 

CHris: its you though. you always make me speachless 

 

Becca; Not when we were kids. You always had something to say. 
 

Chris: okay when i started to get into the 'crushing stage' its always 

been you 

 

Becca: You seemed pretty happy when you were with dani though. 

 



Chris: well yeah but.......... -sigh- i kept thinking about you and that 

ended the relationship 

 

Becca; Oh.... 

 

-chris kisses her puts his hands on her face- 

 

-her skirt is rideing up- 

 

-he puts his hands on her knees and leans forward on her kissing 

harder- 

 

inner chris: dayam 

 

-Becca falls backwards on the couch- 

 

-chris climbs up onto her pushing her skirt all the way up- 

 

Chris: is this okay? -kisses her neck- 

 

Becca; Yeah. It's nothing you haven't seen before. We took baths 
togeather remeber? 

 

Chris: but damn you didn't have these -kisses one of her breasts 

through her shirt- 

 

Chris: and yes theya re real 



 

Becca: Only cause I can't afford implants. 

 

Chris: you don't need them 0kisses her rubbing her pussy- 

 

Becca's Pussy: Oh yeah. purrrrr. 

 

Dick: ME WANT IN ME WANT IN 

 

Becca's Pussy: Come and get me big boy. 

 

-chris bucks his hips- 

 

-Becca is wearing a thong- 

 

Chris: okay so like i'm going farther now so tell me when to stop if you 

don't want thing else -pulls off his shirt kissing her lips and sucking 

on her bottom lip- 

 

-Becca moans kicking off her heelsand getting all the way on the 

couch. She starts unbottoning her shirt- 
 

-chris kisses down her chest as it is unbuttoned- 

 

Chris: your hot 

 

Becca: Thank you. You're not to bad yourself. -unzips skirt- 



 

-chris pushes that off of her and gets her shirt off busting open her 

bra and moaning- 

 

Chris: BOOBS! 

 

-he grins and attacks them- 

 

-Becca grins arching her back and moaning a bit. Korea wakes up and 

looks at them her head tilted to one side- 

 

Inner korea: What are the humans doing? 

 

inner busta: i don't know 

 

-he is also awake sitting on his butt and staring- 

 

Inner Korea: Maybe its a game where thye take off thier fur? 

 

-chris moves down becca's body and pulls off her thong sucking on 

her pussy watching her and grinning- 
 

Becca: I get the feeling we're being watched. 

 

inner Busta: maybe its sort of like that 

 

Innr Korea: Lets play with them! -runs over the couch and hopping 



on licking Chris's face- 

 

Chris: DAMN IT! 

 

-he sits up and picks up korea being jumped on by busta- 

 

-Korea whimpers- 

 

Inner Korea: I made human mad. whaaaaaaaa! 

 

Chris: no no my becca only me gets to do that now you two go to sleep 

-carries them into his bedroom- i still love you -kisses their heads 

then shuts the door- 

 

inner busta: nice going sis 

 

-Korea goes to her dog bed and pouts- 

 

-busta sitson the bed- 

 

Chris: oaky where were we? did the dog lick your................ 
 

Becca: No. Only you. 

 

-chris nods and gets back ont he couch pushing apart becca's legs- 

 

-he licks her clit- 



 

-Becca whimpers a bit smileing and spreading one of her legs farther. 

The other one cant because of the back of the couch- 

 

-chris keeps licking- 

 

Chris: your getting nice and wet -licking- 

 

Becca: good. You look like you're getting hard. need me to help you 

out of your jeans? 

 

-chris nods- 

 

-Becca sits up and reaches down unbottoning and unzipping Chris's 

jeans slowly pulling them down.- 

 

Chris: -moan- 

 

Becca; It looks like you've gotten bigger in more ways then one since 

we were little. 

 
Chris: heh yeah -grins- 

 

Becca's Pussy: Oh yes! 

 

Dick: ME WANT IN! 

 



-Becca takes off Chris's boxers and licks his head.- 

 

Chris: gasp -he says it and grins scooting back on the couch rubbing 

her bare back- 

 

-Becca licks down the length of his cock before takeing him fully into 

her mouth deep throughting him- 

 

Chris: oh yeah -drops his head back- 

 

-Becca smiles and sucks harder cupping his balls with her hand- 

 

Chris: fuck yes -leans forward and rubs her ass with both hands- 

 

Inner Becca: Cum for me. Come on Chris I know you've been 

fantasizeing about this. 

 

CHris: shit oh -gasps- 

 

-he cums- 

 
Inner Becca: Good boy. -swallows- 

 

-She gets back up kissing him- 

 

-he kisses back and pushes her ontot he couch shoving his three 

fingerings into her- 



 

Becca: Fuck yes. 

 

-he pulls in and out stretching her pushing in a fourth- 

 

-Becca moans louder gripping his back leaving nail marks- 

 

Chris: we need a better position 

 

-he moves her so her legs are up and spread wide- 

 

Chrisn: yummy 

 

Becca; does your couch have a pull out bed? Maybe we can use that? 

 

Chris: it doesn't -pushes his hand all the way into her- fuck 

 

-Becca lets out a loud high pitched moan nearly screaming- 

 

Chris: you okay? 

 
Becca; Yeah. Damn that feels good. I heard fisting is painful but it's 

not. 

 

-chris nods and moves his hand picking up pace- 

 

Becca's Pussy: fuckmefuckmefuckmefuckmefuckmefuckme! 



 

Chris: tell me when your slose baby -leans down and licks her clit 

moving his ahnd fast- 

 

-a few minutes later- 

 

Becca: I'm close. 

 

Chris: cum for me -still licking- 

 

-Becca pants a bit then lets out a highpitched scream cumming all 

over Chris's hand and face- 

 

Chris: damn thats hot -licks her up and lies her on the couch kissing 

her- 

 

-Becca kisses him grinning- 

 

-chris positions himself for entery- 

 

Dick: uh-huh little more forward 
 

Pussy: Okay. Keep going and we're good. 

 

-chris kisses becca as he pushes in- 

 

Becca: Oh yes. Damn that feels good! 



 

Chris: uh-huh -he moves!- 

 

-Becca bites her lip moaning- 

 

pussy: Oh yeah this is good. 

 

Dick: uh-huh we finally meet 

 

Pussy: I'm pussy. And you are? 

 

Dick: call me master dick 

 

Pussy: Pleased to meey you. Oh yeah. Right there's the spot. 

 

Becca: Oh god. Harder! Please harder! 

 

Chris: oh yeah -pounds- 

 

-several minutes later- 

 
Becca: I'm so damn close. 

 

Chris: i'm cumming -holds onto her hips- oh god right now! 

 

-cums- 

 



-Becca screams and cums- 

 

-the dogs start barking- 

 

Inner Korea: I hear the female screaming! Our human was yelling 

too!  

 

inner busta: uh-huh i can hear that too 

 

Chris: damn dogs -lying on becca kissing her softly- 

 

Becca: They'll be okay. 

 

-chris smiles- 

 

Chris: want to spend the night 

 

Becca; Okay. -kisses him- 

 

-they sleep ont he couch- 

 
-the next morning- 

 

Inner Korea: WE WANT FOOD! WE WANT FOOD! 

 

-chris pulls on his boxers and lets them out to food- 

 



-Korea eats then starts licking Chris as if relived to see him- 

 

Chris: hi korea 

 

Inner Korea: human! You're alive! 

 

Becca; I think she missed you. 

 

Chris: she did -plays with her then goes to becca whose dressed- 

 

Becca: I need to get to the store. I'll see you later okay? -kisses him- 

 

-chris kisses her back- 

 

Chris: bye baby 

 

Becca: Later. Don't be late for work. -leaves. The pugs start scratching 

on the door needing to pee- 

 

-chris dresses and takes care o fhtem- 

 
-later that day- 

 

Becca: Hector will you stop giving me dirty looks. i know i said I'd be 

home at eleven but plans change. 

 

-lance comes by quickly- 



 

Becca; Hey Lance. Levi told me to tell you that the ferrets are ready. 

Premature but healthy so if you wanted to adopt. 

 

lance; Cool. I'll stop by later today. 

 

Becca: Was Chris late for work again? 

 

Lance; No. He was on time. Just barely. I just came here for some 

groceries. 

 

Becca; Okay. 

 

-Lance pays for the stuff then leaves- 

 

Lance: Bye Becca. Later Hecotr. 

 

Hector: Meow. 

 

-Lance heads over to hte pet store- 

 
-levi is holding one of the ferrets who stares at lance- 

 

Lance; i was told the ferrets were read yto adopt? 

 

Levi: yeah here is one now -walks over to lance showing him to him- 

its a boy 



 

Lance; Cute little guy arent you. 

 

Ferret: Squeak! 

 

Levi: he likes you. here -holds him out to lance- 

 

-Lance takes him- 

 

Lance; How much for him? 

 

Levi: 150 for you 

 

Lance: Will do. Now i just need a cage and all the other basic 

equipment and we'll be good to go right? 

 

-levi nods and sets up up the entire time the ferret sitting on his 

shoulder- 

 

Levi: what are you gonna name him? 

 
Lance; I dunno. When he squeaks he sounds like he's saying dirk so I 

guess that works. 

 

Levi: heh good name 

 

-levi rings him up- 



 

-Lance pays for 'dirk' and all the stuff- 

 

Levi: i'll see you later then? -loading his car and bending over. her 

shorts are smalla nd lance gets the urge to.............. ya know- 

 

Lance: Sure. Wanna go out for another date this week? 

 

Levi: i'm free i guess -stis up and lance covers his mouth hiding a 

goran- hey you okay? 

 

Lance: -disguises groan as yawn- Yeah. I just didn't get much sleep 

last night. 

 

Levi: ahh. well.... oh wait i forgot something. here come with me -

walks inside- 

 

-lance whimpers- 

 

inner levi: what is up with him? 

 
-Lance follows her- 

 

-levi hands him what she forgot. they are in her office- 

 

Levi: collar i don't need 

 



Lance; Oh thanks. So I'll pick you up tomorrow at lunch? There's a 

really nice cafe in town. Not the one me and the others go to but a 

diffrent one. 

 

Levi: mkay. you sure your okay your staring at me funny? -lance is 

sort of staring off into space at her chest and she sits down on top of 

her desk and lance whimpers- 

 

Lance; Uhhh. yeah. yeah I'm fine. -turns- Later. -leaves- 

 

Inner Lance; Settle down boy settle. 

 

-levi watches him funny- 

 

inner levi: what is up with him? 

 

Lance's dick: FUCK FUCK FUUUUUCK! 

 

-later that day- 

 

CHris: oh man you do need a fuck! 
 

-justin is laughing- 

 

joey: You look like your pants are gonna explode! 

 

Becca: All of you stop it. 



 

Jc: But it's true. 

 

Hector: Meow. 

 

Jc; Besides it's not like you have any room to talk. Both you and Chris 

have the 'just been fucked' look. 

 

Justin: i can't belive it. you -points at chris- got nerve and you -points 

at lance- isn't that little shy boy any more 

 

CHirs: it took me a while okay? 

 

Lance; I haven't known you guys as long as you all have known 

eachother. I've always been a little weird aroud girls. 

 

CHris: this weird? -they all laugh- 

 

-Hector rubs against thier legs- 

 

Lance: I've asked her out twice already and both times she said yes. 
 

Joey; Yeah but you haven't done the nasty nasty yet. 

 

Justin: he doesn't want to push it 

 

Jc: Are you a virgin? It's cool if you are but just curious. 



 

Lance: No. Like the rest of you I lost my innocense at prom. 

 

Chris: i wonder if levi wood is a virgin 

 

Justin: she likes animals alot 

 

Chris: Justin! 

 

Becca: Is it any of our busniess? 

 

Justin: i wasd gonna say that she spends alot of time with them its 

not like she would have some time with guys 

 

Becca: Chrissy's got a dirty mind. 

 

Jc; Stateing the obvious much. 

 

-chris sits down next to becca holding her hand grinning- 

 

-Hector gets between them rubbing against them when he's really 
trying to push them apart- 

 

Jc; the kitty is getting jelous. 

 

-chris pushes the cat to the gorund and snuggles with becca- 

 



Hector; MEOW! 

 

Inner Hector: NO! MY MOMMY! 

 

Lance: You guys have fun. I'm gonna head home. Thank god it's 

friday. 

 

-they wave bye- 

 

-Lance smiles and waves. He notices a couple of the spears wandering 

around town but he dosen't pay them any mind- 

 

-the next day- 

 

-lance heads tot eh pet shop with dirk just wanting to 'spend the day' 

there- 

 

Levi: hey Lance whats up? 

 

-shes feeding the fish- 

 
Lance: Nothing. I know I'm early for our date but I just wanted to get 

out of the house for a bit. 

 

Levi: mmmmm 

 

-she is wearing sweat pants and a tight guy shirt, tight to lance 



anyways- 

 

Lance: has anyone told you that you're really hot? 

 

Levi: plenty -walks out into the shop feeding the cats- 

 

-Lance follows her levaveing Dirk in a pet bed on the counter- 

 

-levi heads into her office- 

 

Levi: what are you planning on doing here? helping me out? 

 

-Lance once again follows her in. He shuts the door locking it then 

going over to her kissing her- 

 

-levi gasps- 

 

Lance: I know it may seem strange but I really want to fuck you. 

 

Levi: well duh it seems strange 

 
-lance bucks his hips- 

 

-levi gasps again being pinned against the wall- 

 

-Lance pushes at her shirt kissing he harder- 

 



-she grabs his arms not sure if she should shove him away. he'd just 

attack her again so she tests it. she pushes on his chest pushing him 

away- 

 

Levi: ever learned manners? 

 

Lance: Momma tried to teach me but I'm a bit of a slow learner. -

kisses her again- 

 

inner levi: how do you get a guy like this off of you? 

 

inner levi: i'm not that hot 

 

-Lance moves a hand up to her breasts squeezeing them through her 

shirt- 

 

Levi: why the hell are you suddenly doing this now?! -its goes into a 

gasp when he grabs her- 

 

Lance; It's a good a time as any. 

 
Levi: for you maybe 

 

Lance; You're smokeing hot. Who wouldn't want to fuck you. 

 

Levi: god you probably fucked all the girls in town -pushes at his chest 

again but lance rpesses against her harder- 



 

Lance; Only one actually. This girl i was with for a while Laura. She 

left town about a year ago. 

 

Levi: is this how you hooked up? shoved her to a walla nd fucked her 

out of nowhere having NEVER MET HER BEFORE? -lance rubs her 

breasts and she grabs his arms- 

 

Lance; We had dated for a while. Then fucked at a school dance. And 

I've met you before. We've known each other for a few weeks. 

 

Levi: barely! 

 

Lance: Are you a virgin? 

 

Levi: no 

 

Lance; Okay. 

 

Lance: I've had the hots for you since I first met you. I want this 

badly. 
 

Levi: of course you do and probably all other men in this town  

 

Lance: No just me. Now less talking more fucking. -rips off levi's shirt 

and pins her to the wall - 

 



-she yells and finds his lips on hers- 

 

-Lance wriggles out of his shirt and begins rubbing Levi down beofre 

ripping off her bra and attacking her boobs.- 

 

-she tries to push him away but well he's really strong- 

 

-she gasps and whimpers- 

 

inner levi: this guy is just.............. uhg 

 

Lance; Don't cry. It's gonna be okay. -smiles and kisses her again this 

time working on her jeans and underware getting them off along with 

her shoes in a couple of minutes- 

 

Levi: oh yeah sure! -thrown onto her desk and well she scrmables 

back but lance has his lips on her pussy her legs spread- fuck 

 

Lance; already working on that. -pulls off his pants and underware 

spreading her legs wide and getting into position. 

 
-levi squirms- 

 

Levi: hey nuh uh! 

 

inner levi: yeash if this guy wasn't hot i'd make it rape 

 



Lance: I want this and I'm getting it. -pushes all the way in and starts 

moveing fast and hard- 

 

-levi yells out in pleasure- 

 

Levi: ahh shit 

 

Lance: Fuck yeah. nice tight and wet. -moves faster- 

 

-she grabs his back diggering her fingertips into his back. she chews 

off and files her nails away- 

 

-several minutes later- 

 

Levi: god your an ass hole!!!!!!!!!!!!! -throws her head back arches 

her back and cums hard- 

 

Lance: Love you to. -yells and cums in thick spurts into her- 

 

-once he realses his grip levi shoves him out of her and she grabs her 

clothes- 
 

Levi: get out -pulls on her bra and boxers- 

 

-Lance is silent. He gets his clothes ona nd leaves with dirk- 

 

-she closes the shop for the day and stays in her loft PISS TO HIGH 



HEAVEN- 

 

Inner Lance: I guess the date is off then. 

 

-that night lance shows up at their usual cafe place across the street 

fromt he pet store where everyone else is- 

 

Justin: hey don't you have a date? 

 

Lance: I fucked up big time. The date is off and Levi probably never 

wants to see me again. I just hope I can fix this. 

 

Chris: what the hell did you do?! 

 

Lance; Hey you guys said I needed a fuck. 

 

jc; You stupid idiot. 

 

-chris's jaw dropped- 

 

Chris: no wonder i couldn't get ahold of her! i needed something for 
the pugs and the store was closed 

 

-Joey hits his head on the table and Becca looks shocked and 

disgusted- 

 

Lance; Yeah. 



 

-justin shakes his head- 

 

Justin: so ya raped her 

 

Lance; I know I should turn myself in but I'm too much a coward to. 

 

-jc couldn't say a word. actaully he was so upset he storms out of the 

cafe running back home. all of them were shocked- 

 

Justin: um wtf 

 

Becca; I need to get back to the store. -gets up- 

 

CHris: later boss -goes with becca- 

 

Joey: I think I've lost almost all my respect for you. -leaves- 

 

-justin looks at lance- 

 

Justin: i just................. -he leaves too- 
 

Lance: Go ahead. 

 

-lance holds his head in his hands. then he gets up and goes to his 

place pondering wheter or not to turn himself in- 

 



-meanwhile at jc's place he was punching the wall hard- 

 

Jc: That idiot 

 

-that cat is sitting at his window watching him- 

 

Jc: He raped her. I can't belive that! Does he have any idea how she's 

feeling? Probably hurting like all hell. -turns- Hey cat. 

 

Cat: meow? 

 

-jumps down and onto his bed- 

 

-it looks at him funny wondering why he is punching the wall- 

 

Jc; What? 

 

-keeps watching- 

 

Cat: meow 

 
Jc; well I guess you're the best company I'm gonna get tonight. -sits 

down- I once heard someone say that cats aren't good at keeping 

secrets. Well i'm not superstitious. And i need to talk to someone 

about this anyways. 

 

-the cat rubs against jc purring- 



 

-Jc looks at the cat- 

 

Cat: meow meow 

 

-the cat is a black and white- 

 

Jc: When I was in sophmore year -sigh- i was raped. I had come out of 

the closet the year before and people were getting used to it and were 

starting to reaccept me. My parents were over the initial shock and 

were asking me at least once a week if I had met any nice boys at 

school. It just became the norm. Then one day I went out by myself to 

this gay supposrt group meeting in seattle. -c- 

 

Jc; I went by myself since my parents said I was old enough and they 

trusted me. I went to a few of the gay clubs. There were a few 

underage bars there so I didn't have to worry about sneaking in. i met 

this guy. He said his name was Rick. He invited me to the back room. I 

figured it was a place for couples to make out. Instead it was some 

empty bedrooms that I realized were for sex. -c- 

 
-the cat leans up and licks his wet cheek- 

 

Jc: We started to make out and then he pushed me to the bed and 

triedto take off my jeans. I didn't want to do it yet. I was still a virgin 

and wanted to wait. But he wasn't haveing any of that. I tried to get 

away but he got me naked and made me lay face down. He fucked me 



for hours cumming over and over again. Then he just got up and left. i 

left asap. -c- 

 

Jc: I called home and my parents picked me up.  The cops never did 

find rick. They think he was useing an alias. The humiliation of it. i 

couldn't bear to go back to school for weeks. My parents told 

everyone i was sick and contagious. But in reality I was in my room 

crying my eyes out. My friends welcomed me back the day I got back 

to school practically with a parade. -c- 

 

-the cat purrs- 

 

Jc; They don't know. I just couldn't bring myself to tell them. and now 

i find out that Lance raped Levi? I thought i knew him better. 

Lance...He's such a great guy...Or at least I thought he was. -yawns- I 

think i'm gonna find work elsewhere. I gotta sleep for now. 

 

Cat: you shouldn't do that Jc -jc's eyes open WIDE- you love your job i 

can tell by how many welts you left int he wall -jc shoves the cat tot 

eh ground and scrambles over tot eh wall. it had levi's voice- hey! -

lands on feet- 
 

Jc; You..You...You're a cat. cat's don't talk. 

 

Cat: i wasn't born a cat sweetheart -stretches and walks over to jc 

sitting down in front o fhim- 

 



jc: Wha? -lightbulb goes off- Levi? 

 

-the cat rubs up against his legs purring- 

 

Jc: So you can turn into anumals andyou can talk like them? 

 

Cat: you see its like this -the cat jumps ontot he bed walking on it 

looking sly- was born a human and over time learning about these 

animals i learned these different traits. i could talk with them and 

soon turn into them. but i was able to also talk like this while looking 

like the animal. like a human talking like a cat, a cat talks like a 

human 

 

-the cat stretches and knees on his blankets- 

 

Cat: somethings i can't shake when in an animal form 

 

Jc; I see. -crouches down in front of her- Levi listen. I don't want 

anyone to know about this. You're the only person other thatn my 

parents nad the seattle police that I've told. I just can't let the others 

know. 
 

-the cat licks his nose- 

 

Cat: i wouldn't do that to someone as sweet as you 

 

Jc; Thank you. -pets her behind the ears- And I'm sorry Lance did 



that to you. 

 

Cat: i don't understand why he would force himself on me like that -

the cat flops onto its side- 

 

Jc: well me and the guys have been telling him he needs to get laid. I 

guess he finally snapped. 

 

Cat: he seemed kind enough. though he needed to get out more from 

what i've seen always. he just kepts doing stuff to me despite the fact i 

was pushing on him. i'll never get what can drive any person to do 

that 

 

Jc; Neither will I. I think he's gonna turn himself in. 

 

Cat: he didn't hurt me or anything! I came alright and it took me a 

while to clean up my office from it 

 

Jc; But it's still rape. He had sex with you without your consent. 

 

Cat: true................ -the cat licks its paw- 
 

Jc: It's up to him now. Chances are if he quits his job as the boss Joey 

will have to take over.  

 

Cat: doesn't Joey work outside though? 

 



Jc; It dosen't matter. Our boss is decided via election among all 

employees. joey is well liked by the entire company so he's probably 

gonna win. 

 

-the cat nods and keeps licking. its staring at jc- 

 

Cat: i don't know what to feel right now.......................... 

 

-Jc yawns and stands up- 

 

Jc: I was the same way. Though from the looks of it you're handleing 

it alot better than I did. -goes to the bathroom to shower- 

 

-the cat sits in the doorway- 

 

Cat: i sort of liked the agressivness but at the same time i didn't wna 

thim touching me 

 

Cat: how did you feel when you were raped? 

 

jc: Like shit. I barely even knew this guy. I thought he really liked me 
and that maybe this was the start of something big. But instead I find 

out he just wants to fuck my ass. 

 

Cat: poor Jc -rubs up against his legs- 

 

-Jc turns on shower- 



 

Cat: i feel the same with lance i guess. we talked and saw each other. 

he asked me out we went on a date. asked me again and before we 

could even do it its just................ bang bang bagn 

 

Cat: ass hole -says it sort of a hiss and lies on her back licking her 

butt- 

 

-jc showers for a long time. you can't see it but there are a few tears 

running down his cheeks- 

 

-cat stays on his bed falling asleep- 

 

-Jc gets out of the shower and stands there for several minutes. 

Finally he dries off and falls on his bed naked. He falls asleep not even 

bothering to get under the covers- 

 

-the next day- 

 

-jc finds the cat curled up against him- 

 
Cat: had to keep your warm 

 

Jc: Thanks. -wipes his eyes off. He had been crying in his sleep again- 

I'm late for work. I gotta get going. 

 

Cat: hey -jc looks at the cat- its gonna be okay ya know? your gonna 



find someone who you want in your ass and its gonna feel good there -

licks his nose- give me milk 

 

Jc; Okay. -goes to the fridge and pours some milk into a bowl before 

getting dressed and leaveing for work- 

 

-the cat licks the bowl dry- 

 

-at work- 

 

Chris: hey a doggy! 

 

-a golden lab- 

 

Joey: Cool. -he's just come back from a break- I guess Lance resigned. 

He's turned himself in. hey pup. -pats dog o head- 

 

-the dgo's face falls- 

 

Chris: hey you okay pup? 

 
-the dog whimpers and goes inside the buidling- 

 

joey: It's heading for Lance's office. 

 

-the dog goes to his office scratching the door- 

 



-jc sees the dog and has a feel who it is- 

 

Jc; You want in Levi? 

 

Dog: woof! 

 

-Jc opens the door- 

 

-the dog walks in- 

 

Jc; I think Lance gave Dirk to Becca for safe keeping. 

 

Dog: i can't believe he did this................... i just can't -the dog 

whimpers and lies down on the ground- 

 

Jc; People do the strangest things. Especially when they're in love. 

 

-the dogs head shoots up- 

 

Dog: eh? 

 
Jc; Nothing nothing. -leaves- 

 

Doig: bark bark -goes after jc tugging on his pantleg- 

 

Jc: What? 

 



Dog: woof! -pulls him back tot he office- 

 

Jc: Okay okay take it easy. -goes back in- 

 

Dog: what the fuck do you mean by Love? 

 

Jc; I know he loves you. What he did was inexcuseable but I think he 

turned himself in because he really does love you. 

 

-the dog runs out of the building fast- 

 

Jc; I screwed that up didn't I. 

 

Justin: what? -looks at him- 

 

Jc; Nothing. we need to get back to work. -heads back to his station- 

 

-justin nods- 

 

-at the station- 

 
inner dog: i ahve to testify is he is to go to jail 

 

inner dog: i think 

 

Officer: Hello pooch. -pats her head- You look lost. Need me to take 

you to the shelter? 



 

-the dog begins barking- 

 

Officer; Okay okay. i'll take that as a no. 

 

inner dog: i ownt he damn shelter 

 

-the dog scratches the door that holds all the inmates- 

 

Dog: -whimper- 

 

-the officer shrugs and lets the dog in- 

 

-the dog runs in and reaches lance's cell- 

 

Dog: bark bark! 

 

Lance: Eh? 

 

-the dog reaches through the bars and grabs his pnatleg tugging on it- 

 
Dog: grrrr 

 

Lance; Hey puppy. 

 

Officer: This dog yours? 

 



Lance; No sir. 

 

-the dog nods its head and barks- 

 

-the officer shrugs and goes back out- 

 

Lance: What do you want dog? 

 

-the dog barks at lance- 

 

Lance; What! 

 

Dog: your an idiot why can't you be like ever other guy and just fuck a 

girl without any emotion!? 

 

-everyone in the room gasps- 

 

Lance; Aaagh! 

 

Bubba: I think the doc was right about me needing to take my pills. 

 
-the officer heard it too- 

 

Officer; I gotta lay off the energy drinks. 

 

Dog: you such an idiot idiot idiot dude! god can't you keep your dick in 

your fucking pant for once in your life you seemed to be able to do it 



before! -tugs at his pnat leg again- 

 

Lance; Stop tugging at me. What do you want? 

 

Dog: grrrrrrrr 

 

-the dog keeps tugging then pulls away growling at lance- 

 

Lance; I'm sorry. I'm doing this because I feel bad for doing that to 

you. 

 

-the dog runs out of the building then soon levi walks in talking with 

the officer for a long time.t hen the officer walks over and lets lance 

go- 

 

Officer; You're one hell of a high strung guy Bass. You're free to go. 

 

-the dog is sitting outside of the station- 

 

Lance; Wait. What? 

 
Offcier: You heard me not scoot. 

 

now 

 

-Lance leaves shocked- 

 



-the dog is outside but is whimpering looking scared- 

 

Lance; hey...So you got me out? 

 

Dog: whimper whimper whimper -lance looks across the street 

downwards. the pet shop................ the spears truck is outside and the 

door is wide open and the windows broken. there is shooting- 

 

Lance: Oh god. -runs over- 

 

-the dog follows then changes into levi in the middle of the road- 

 

Lance; Hey! Get out of there! 

 

-lance sees that- 

 

Inner Lance: Oh man....No can't think about that right now. 

 

Levi: stop hurting my damn animals! 

 

Spears 1: We gave that girl fair warning. Now we're takeing matters 
into our own hands. That girls got you bewitched. We need to get her 

out of this town! 

 

lance; Get. Out. Now. 

 

-levi is growling- 



 

Levi: i am not a witch! 

 

Spears 1: Or what? You'll tell? -laughs- 

 

-lance lunges and punches the guy in the face- 

 

-levi blinks- 

 

Britney: daddy! 

 

Lance; That was my warning. Now you and your entire family get the 

fuck out of here and never show your faces near this place again or I 

swear I'll do more than just punch you. 

 

Britney: you don't scare us! 

 

-she pulls a gun out and aims it at his head- 

 

Becca: I do though. -she's holding a revolver aiming it at Britney's 

head- 
 

Lance; Becca? 

 

Levi: err? 

 

Becca; Back door. 



 

-levi nods- 

 

-the last spears however swings the back of his gfun and hits becca 

across the head and she hits the floor bleeding- 

 

Britney Daddy: Damn girl. Just like her useless father. 

 

Levi: that is it! 

 

-levi lunges out at the second spears transforming into a lion and 

ripping him to shreads. then the other twoa re ripped to shreads. the 

lion sits down- 

 

Lance; How are we cleaning up the bodies? 

 

-the lion begins eating britney- 

 

Lance; Okay then. 

 

-the poilce however shows up and they have a swat and they shove 
lance tot he ground handcuffing him and aim their guns at the lion- 

 

Police: on my count boys we shoot it! 

 

Inner lance: shit. 

 



Lance; No! 

 

Lion: this is why i was run out of the other town. this is why i was run 

out of the town before that. i always do something stupid 

 

-the swat people freeze- 

 

Lion: they tried to shoot me in the other town when i began to talk too 

 

Swat guy: I think we should go... 

 

Lion: i don't kill people for fun boys trust me. they hurt my animals 

and friends i hurt them 

 

Becca: justified.....Self...-cough...Defnse. They were attacking them so 

they fought back. -becca struggles up- It was justified self defense. 

 

Other Swat guy: Oh...Okay then. Let em go boys. 

 

Poilce: i've never seen a lion or talking lion ever! 

 
Lion: i'm called a anamorph 

 

Becca; First time for everything isn't there? 

 

Sawt guy; Good point. 

 



Lion: there is a book series on us. author is one. 

 

Swat Guy; My kids read those books. 

 

Other Swat Guy: Quiet Johnson. 

 

-the lion changes back into levi who is covered in blood- 

 

Levi: i'm a good girl ya know. but they killed my ferrets............. -turns 

and looks at the lifeless ferrets mom dad and two babies- 

 

Swat guy2: Alright. We'll let you go. But mostly because it's going to 

be to hard to explain to the courts. 

 

-levi nods and stands- 

 

Lance; Can i go now? 

 

Levi: get her tot eh hospital points at becca- and let him go already -

still lance was pinned tot eh ground- 

 
-they let go of lance and get Becca to a hospital. Becca had passed out 

again- 

 

-levi heads intot he back where a shower int eh janiors room is set up 

for cleaning mops and stuff. lance stands by the door and she stnad 

sunder the warm water still dressed- 



 

Levi: well now do you understand everything? 

 

Lance: Yeah. 

 

Levi: jc is the only other who knows 

 

Lance; And Becca. 

 

Levi: yeah if she doesn't get anmesia 

 

Lance; I dunno. It's up in the air. 

 

-levi strips out of her sweats and shirt in bra and underwear only- 

 

Lance; Chris is gonna have a heart attack that's for sure. 

 

Levi: those two a couple? 

 

Lance; yeah. chris finally grew a pair and asked her out. It's like I told 

you before. They've known eachother since they were babies. Her 
parents helped out his mom.  

 

Levi: thats cool -she stares at the blood going down the drain- this is 

what i get for whearing white -everything was stuck to her body and 

see through now. lance notices her nipples are hard- 

 



Lance; Umm? Are you turned on? 

 

Levi: i get that sometimes from changing between animals and stuff. 

so yeah i'm horny -rubs the back of her neck watching as the last of 

the blood goes down- 

 

Lance; Oh...I see, 

 

Levi: thought it was you? -looks at him her hair flat agaisnt her and 

her white bangs covering her eyes a bit- 

 

lance; No. I was just curious. 

 

Levi: you fucked me once why not do it again to make it even 

 

Lance: Okay. 

 

Levi: i was being sarcastic to see how you'd respond 

 

Lance; Oh....i see. I'd better get going now. I'll see you later? 

 
Levi: Lance....................... 

 

Lance; yeah? 

 

Levi: are you gonna be okay? -she sounds really concerned- 

 



Lance; i hope so. 

 

-levi motions with her finger for him to walk over- 

 

-the door was already shut- 

 

-lance goes to her- 

 

-she pulls him under the spray- 

 

Levi: you have blood on you too 

 

Lance; Oh yeah that's right. 

 

-levi takes off the last of her clothes and twists them to get the last of 

the water out. lance stares his hair flat on his head. he's smiling- 

 

Levi: what? 

 

Lance; You're beautiful. that's all. 

 
-levi blushes a bit- 

 

Levi: people can never make me blush 

 

Lance; I guess I deserve a reward then. -smiles- 

 



-levi flicks her tongue across his nose- 

 

Levi: meow -sounds like a cat- 

 

-Lance purrs sexily- 

 

-levi giggles- 

 

Levi: you made me giggle! 

 

Lance; Score two for team lance. 

 

-levi shakes her head smiling- 

 

Levi: what's score three? 

 

Lance; I dunno. Got anything in mind? 

 

Levi: what else can you make me do that no one else can? 

 

Lance; i can make you cum. 
 

Levi: you might 

 

lance; Wanna find out? 

 

-levi blushes again- 



 

-Lances pulls off his shirt and pants letting them hit the floor with a 

wet smack- 

 

Levi: mmmmmmmmmmmm 

 

-He goes over to her kissing her- 

 

-levi puts her ahnds on his chest for once kissing him back- 

 

-Lance places his hands on her hips- 

 

Levi: what you did to me before................... -lance looks her in the eye- 

i don't really know how i feel about that 

 

Lance; I don't want to know. 

 

Levi: i wanted it but at the same time i didn't want it to be that way 

 

Levi: it hurt 

 
Lance; i'm gonna do this diffrently this time. 

 

Levi: not physically 

 

Levi: i still like ruff sex -meows again- 

 



-Lance pulls off his underwear and pushes Levi against the wall lifting 

her up holding her legs over his shoulder. -Levi's legs are around 

Lance's waist- 

 

Levi: mmmmmmmmm 

 

-she puts her hands on his shoulders- 

 

Lance; Lets do this. -starts to push in- 

 

Levi: oh fuck yeah 

 

Lance; So do you want me to call the guys and tell them what 

happened? 

 

Levi: its up to you 

 

Lance: I'll call em later Joey's probably gonna find out from his 

girlfriend later this evening. Kelly works at the hospital. 

 

-lance had levi up against the wall and was inside her already- 
 

Levi: mkay 

 

-lance smiles and kisses her. Then he begins moveing. He starts of 

slow then he speeds up- 

 



-levi is holding onto his back- 

 

Lance; Damn you feel tight. 

 

-He groans and sucks on her neck- 

 

Levi: -moan- 

 

-Lance speeds up slamming into her harder- 

 

Levi: fuck 

 

Lance; Oh yeah. Oh fuck yeah. 

 

-a few minutes later- 

 

Lance; Want me to cum in you or outside of you? 

 

Levi: i don't care do what you want -moan- 

 

Lance; I'm gonna be lazy. -moans and cums kissing her hard- 
 

-levi grits her teeth spraying holding lance's shoulder tightly head 

back- 

 

Lance; Did I forget to mention that it turns me on when girls do that? 

 



-levi smiles and slides back ontot he ground- 

 

-He pulls out of her and goes down licking up her juices- 

 

-after he finishes he gets back up kissing her- 

 

-levi kisses him back- 

 

-they stay there for a couple of hours until the phone rings- 

 

Lance; I'll get it. 

 

-her gets up and gets to the phone. Ducking so that no one can see 

him naked- 

 

Lance; Hello? 

 

-levi walks on her knees over to him and licks his neck- 

 

Joey: I just got the call from kelly. Chris is compleately loseing it. Are 

you two okay? 
 

Lance; Yeah. We're fine. -grins- Just haveing a little make up time. 

 

Joey: Okay. I guess its a good thing you got her to a hospital when you 

did. They've got her in surgury now. 

 



lance; Oh geeze. You wanna talk to Levi? 

 

Joey; Sure. 

 

-Lance gives her the phone.- 

 

-levi pouts- 

 

Lance; It's for you. 

 

Levi: hi Joey 

 

Joey: Hey. 

 

Joey; Are you alright? I heard about the spears'. Don't worry. Chaces 

are everyone in town will be happy you got rid of em for us. Maybe 

even give you a medal. 

 

Levi: heh yeah -rubs the back of her neck. lance leans down and 

kisses her breasts- 

 
Joey; Me and the rest of the guys are gonna be heading to the 

hospital. Mostly to make sure Chris dosen't have a heart attack. 

Wanna meet us there? 

 

Levi: um we'll see you soon -hides a moan when lance moves south- 

 



Levi: don't wait on us 

 

Levi: cleaing to do ya know? 

 

Joey: Okay. We'll probably be there a while. The hospital is a long 

drive away so we can wait. 

 

Levi: mkay i have to go -falls back ont he ground as lance pushes her 

legs apart- we will see yal soon 

 

Joey: later. -hangs up- 

 

-levi drops the phone on the ground gasping- 

 

Lance: You like that don't you dirty girl? 

 

-several hours of hot sex later- 

 

Levi: okay come on lets go 

 

Lance; Okay. -gets up and dresses- 
 

-at hospital a while later they go into a room where becca is lying 

awake staring at everyone. everyone is freaking out- 

 

Levi: wahts up? 

 



Becca; Ugh. Head hurts. and from what I'm hearing I've got a bald 

patch on my head. Other than that I'm fine. 

 

-doc shows up- 

 

Doc; Sir? -goes to Chris- Are you her boyfriend? If i could have a 

word. 

 

Becca; Huh? 

 

Doc; It'll only be a minute. 

 

-chris nods and goes with him- 

 

Chris: yeah -chews nails- 

 

Doc: You being the closest thing to family she's got we think it would 

be best to tell you this. The surgury went well but there is a possibility 

that something could come up in the future. It's not likely but we just 

want you to be prepared. and there was also another thing. We tried 

but we couldn't save the embryo. Normally it's not that hard on 
couples this early but it was best we tell you. 

 

Chris: embryo?! she was prego?! 

 

Doc; You didn't know? Well it was so early that she probably didn't 

know either.  



 

Doc: Women usually don't know until they're a couple weeks along. 

 

Chris: oh boy -waves at doc then goes back into the room- 

 

Levi: heh prego? 

 

Jc; Huh? 

 

Joey: Leave it Jayce. Not a good time. 

 

CHirs: meh -sits next to becca holding her hand- 

 

Becca; What's going on? 

 

Chris: nothing baby 

 

Lance: We're just glad to have you alive. 

 

-levi folds her arms and stands in the corner- 

 
-Joey, Justin, and Jc leave the room after a bit- 

 

Becca; Chris tell me. What is going on? I need to know. 

 

-Lance is silent- 

 



Becca; Please baby. I'm a big girl. I can handle this. 

 

Lance; -sigh- Chris she's gonna find out sooner or later. Just spill it. 

 

Chris: doc said they couldn't save the embryo 

 

Becca; Wha? Wait...I was pregnant? 

 

-chris nods- 

 

Chris: he also said that problems can arise int he future 

 

Becca: Lets hope that it's never. 

 

Lance; We should go. You've got to rest. 

 

Becca; I'll be fine...Really. 

 

-levi nods and walks out fo the room and lance watches her then 

follows quickly grabbing onto her hand which makes her stop 

walking- 
 

Levi: she's not gonna be okay 

 

Lance; How do you know? 

 

Levi: i'm many things Lance 



 

Levi: don't say anything. something is gonna happen soon 

 

Lance: Even if I did say anything I doubt Chris would listen. He loves 

her too much. he wouldn't be able to handle the idea of something bad 

happening to her. 

 

Levi: even if it meant she didn't know him anymore? -she pulls her 

ahnds away from lance and walks out of the hospital hands in abck 

pockets- 

 

-a few weeks pass and Becca is finally released from the hospital. It's 

dawning on winter now and things seem to be going back to normal.- 

 

Hector; Meow. 

 

-levi walks intot eh store and becca seems lost- 

 

Levi: lost a contact or something? 

 

-Becca stands up looking at her- 
 

Becca: Oh hi. I'm sorry. But can you help me I'm a bit lost. 

 

Levi: becca are you okay? -checks her forehead- 

 

Becca; So that's my name. Oh yeah sorry again. I'm afraid I don't 



really know what's going on. You see all I really remeber was that cat 

over there and then everything going blank. When I woke up I didn't 

know where I was or what i was doing here. Is this your store? 

 

Levi: becca this is your store. 

 

Levi: you own this store and sell things and help torists 

 

Becca; Really? You seem to know me pretty well. Have we met 

before? 

 

Inner Hector: She's been acting strange all morning. She wasn't 

feeling well and then she had this seizeure when she tripped over me. 

Then you find her like this. Wandering around like a kitten. 

 

Levi: crap -she grabs becca's hand- come with me -takes her to 

hospitala nd they check her out- 

 

Doc; -sigh- Well it looks like it was just as we feared. This is a one in a 

million kind of thing. Becca I guess turned out to be that one. We 

won't know anything more for a few weeks. We might have to operate 
again. But until then try to help her out a bit. And as for her 

boyfriend...Try to tell him lightly. 

 

Levi: wonderful -she takes becca back to her car- 

 

-in the car- 



 

Becca; I have a boyfriend? 

 

Levi: yes a long-time friend of yours. know each other since you were 

babies i belive 

 

Becca: I don't remeber any of that. Do I have any brothers or sisters? 

 

Levi: i don't know i barley know alot about you 

 

Becca; okay. 

 

Levi i moved here like a month or so ago. i'm the vet/pet shop/ and 

animal shelter 

 

Becca: So that cat in my shop is mine too? 

 

-levi nods- 

 

Levi: your going to have to get more info from everyone else -she pulls 

out her cell and has them all meet her back at becca's store without 
letting them know why- 

 

Jc; So what's going on? 

 

Lance; yeah. we have to get back to work in a couple hours. 

 



Levi: okay becca this is lance joey jc justin and chris is your boyfriend 

 

Chris: she knwos that already! 

 

Becca; Not until now I didn't. 

 

Levi: chris you remember doc saying something else can show up? 

 

Becca; He is cute. 

 

-chris nods- 

 

Levi: becca has amnesia 

 

Joey; Oh shit. 

 

Justin: shit 

 

Lance; Shit shit shitty shit shit. 

 

Jc: And you kiss your mothers with those mouths? 
 

-chris covers hsi mouth- 

 

Chris: she has to remember me 

 

Becca; I'm sorry. Really I am. I don't mean to not remeber you. You 



seem really nice and I wish I could. 

 

-chris goes over to her and holds onto her face- 

 

Chris: i'm gonna mnake sure you rememebr 

 

Becca; Thank you. I really appricate it. 

 

Levi: of course you are they all are. i'm just here for show 

 

Lance; We're gonna need your help with this too levi. 

 

Jc: Please Levi. 

 

Levi: how can i help i don't know squat about yal! 

 

Joey; Good point.  

 

Jc; Chris do you know where Becca keeps her diaries? You've slept 

with her enough. 

 
CHris: yeah. don't hate me when you get it back -they head up to her 

place. levi follows anyways because lance dragged her along- 

 

Lance; You might work good as a mediator in case something goes out 

of control. 

 



Levi: ehh? 

 

Lance: If something goes wrong you can intervine and work as the 

neutral party. 

 

Levi: what can go wrong joey and chris agrue over what happened 

and what didn't? -they get to her place and chris finds them- 

 

Chris: here reads these 

 

-Becca starts reading- 

 

Levi: well becca? -adjusts her pnats that are falling. lost her belt- 

 

Becca; well in this one it looks like I'm spending alot of time with guys. 

Especially you Chris. You're in every single one of these. 

 

Chris: we were great friends all our lives 

 

Becca: It say in these that as kids we took baths together and then 

stripped in front of eachother in kindergarten and the teacher got 
mad at us and put us in time out. and I guess that's how we met these 

guys. 

 

Joey: Oh yeah. Becca was upset and I was teaseing you and then Chris 

punched me and Jc freaked out. 

 



Justin: hehehehe 

 

Levi: what else? 

 

Becca; I think I'm starting to kinda remeber that. And i think Justin 

really had to pee and then he wet his pants. 

 

Justin: wish you didn't remember that 

 

Chris: see? your getting it! now keep reading 

 

Becca; But I'm not seeing any evidence so far that suggests I was with 

you Chris. At least not as a girlfriend. 

 

Chris: keep reading! 

 

joey: You're only on diary number three.  

 

Becca: I'm sorry okay. 

 

Lance;  
 

Lance: Guys lets just leave her alone for a bit. We've got to get back to 

work. 

 

Levi: here becca i'm make ya something toe at while you work. i need 

a break fromt he shop for a while -heads to her kitchen- 



 

Justin: we will watch your shop if you need us 

 

Becca; Could you? I think Hector would appriciate it. 

 

-chris kisses becca then leaves with the others- 

 

-Becca continues reading.- 

 

Becca: I'm not seeing any evidence saying that I'm into guys. I seem to 

really not be into dick. 

 

Inner Becca; Wait a minute.....Am I...A lesbian? 

 

Levi: uh-huh 

 

inner levi: probably that stage where you go through your bi stage 

probably. i went through it and damn i loved pussy and i still do 

 

becca; Hey Levi? 

 
Levi: yes? -walks out of kitchen hading her a sandwitch- 

 

Becca; Do you know if being gay is okay in this town? 

 

Levi: pretty sure by that gay pride thing going through a week or so 

ago. heh i loved that -smiles- i'm bi so i was putting things on some of 



my pets and having them go throught he parade 

 

Becca; Oh...Okay. Well I guess it's safe for me then. 

 

Levfi: your bi too? cool -heads back into kitchen- 

 

Becca; No..I think I'm a lesbian. 

 

-levi stops then walks back out- 

 

Levi: so you dating chris..... out of pitty or something? do you 

rememebr anything? 

 

Becca; The thing is that I barely rember anything. I'm only getting it 

back in bits and pieces. I rember things from our child hood but that's 

about it. I don't rember us ever dateing at all. 

 

Levi: oh. wow. -sits down- i'm guessing from what you have written in 

there you probably were dating him because you are friends and 

didn't want to hurt him -levi doesn't know alot about them- 

 
Becca; And from what I'm reading here I'm not getting any 

implacations that I was into guys at all. I mean all I'm getting is that I 

was into girls. At least that's what I think. I'm reading here that the 

guys were teasing Chris about haveing a crush on me but I don't think 

either of us really belived it. 

 



-levi nods- 

 

Levi: well like i said i can't really help out 

 

Becca; Kiss me. I want to know how it feels. 

 

Levi: um................. 

 

inner levi: good or bad good or bad 

 

Becca; If I'm really gay I want to be sure. Please kiss me.  

 

-levi leans in and softly pecks becca on the lips- 

 

Becca; umm....Well it wasn't to terrible. 

 

Levi: well it was more of a peck then a kiss 

 

Becca; oh. okay....Well then. -leans in and kisses Levi- 

 

-levi kisses her back then pulls away- 
 

Levi: you sure now? 

 

Becca; Well I won't be totally sure until my memory comes back. But I 

can't say that it was terrible. 

 



Levi: like i said i'm bi so yeah -she stands up- want anything else? 

 

inner levi: please don't say i want to know what gay sex feels like 

 

Becca; a date maybe? I mean if you say know it's totally fine. It looked 

like you and that lance guy were really close so I don't want to be 

stepping on any toes. 

 

Levi: we aren't dating we just................ fuck i guess you could put it 

that way. he just seems to always want to be in my pants and thats it. 

usre a date sounds good 

 

Becca; Okay. tonight then? 

 

-levi nods- 

 

Levi: we can go see a movie 

 

Becca; Okay. 

 

-meanwhile- 
 

Jc; Chris dude calm down. She'll get better. She's a stubborn bitch. of 

course she'll bounce back. 

 

Chris: i know tis just uhg -rubs his face- i don't want to loose her 

 



Joey: I know dude. And with what happened with her being pregnant 

with your kid for a few days... 

 

-chris shutters- 

 

Justin: uhg more becca's don't remind us 

 

Lance; More Becca's I'm fine with. It's more Chris's I'm worried. 

 

Chris: i'm gonna head home see ya guys at work -leaves- 

 

Jc; Later dude. 

 

Justin: bye 

 

Joey: See ya. 

 

-that night- 

 

-levi knocks on becca's door- 

 
-she is in guy jeans shirt and leather jacket- 

 

Becca; oh hey. Come on in. 

 

-levi heads in- 

 



-Becca's wearing a grey dress.- 

 

Levi: what movie do you want to see? 

 

Becca: I think I liked comedies. 

 

-levi smiles and they head out- 

 

-they seea  kids movie- 

 

-after the movie- 

 

Levi: i can never get enough of kids movies 

 

Becca; Well it was okay for a kids movie. 

 

-in car- 

 

Levi; so i drop you off? 

 

Becca; Sure. -kisses Levi. 
 

-levi kisses her back and feels becca tugging on her hand- 

 

Levi: what? 

 

Becca; Well I seem to rember something about no fucking on the first 



date but I really want to know what it's like with another woman. 

 

inner levi: oh boy.... 

 

Levi: um you sure? 

 

Becca; Please. I need to know. 

 

-levi is dragged into becca's place- 

 

Becca; If you don't just say the word. 

 

-levi nods- 

 

-levi hangs up her jacket then walks over to becca whose in her room- 

 

-Becca is already unzipping her dress- 

 

inner levi: she has on bra and undies 

 

-levi goes overa nd puts her ahnds on becca's hips- 
 

-Becca shudders a bit- 

 

-levi kisses her- 

 

-Becca kisses back letting her dress silde to the floor- 



 

-levi feels her hands up her back- 

 

-levi kisses down becca's neck and licks her throat- 

 

-moaning a little Becca tugs a little on her underware and lets it fall- 

 

-levi pulls off her shirt then lies becca on the bed lying on top of her 

and kissing her rubbing her stomach- 

 

Inner Becca; So far so good. 

 

-Becca moans and unhooks her bra exposing her boobs- 

 

inner levi: little inexperienced haven't done this for a few years but 

yeah 

 

-levi kisses down and sucks on her left nipple licking it and kissing 

her breast- 

 

Levi: like that? 
 

Becca; Yeah. 

 

Inner Becca; I think...It feels good so I guess so. 

 

-she does it to the other breast- 



 

Becca: My pussy is getting wet. 

 

Levi: good -levi sits up and takes off her own bra- 

 

-Becca kisses up Levi's body licking a bit at her breasts- 

 

-levi moans- 

 

-Becca reaches down rubbing her own pussy a bit kissing Levi- 

 

-levi kisses her back and taking off the rest of her clothes- 

 

Becca; So what next? 

 

-levi rubs becca's pussy a bit and kisses her thighs pushing her legs 

apart- 

 

Levi: like that too?/ 

 

-Becca moans a bit squirming a little- 
 

Becca; Yeah. 

 

-levi pushes one finger inside of her and leans down licking her clit- 

 

-Becca whimpers from pleasuregripping the sheets- 



 

-levi moans a bit and pushes in a second finger- 

 

Becca; Oh god that's good. 

 

Levi: i know 

 

-keeps going then stop when she is close and really wet- 

 

Becca; Oh yes. Damn this feels good! 

 

-levi nods and goes up becca's body kissing her. wheil kissing her she 

slides her tongue into her mouth and rubs her pussy lightly- 

 

Becca; I think I'm gonna cum. -kisses Levi back- 

 

-levi smiles- 

 

Levi: cum hard then -keeps kissing her rubbing harder and using her 

figners hooking them and fucking her hard- 

 
-Becca screams then cums sprayting a tiny bit- 

 

Levi: that is hot! -smiles and licks her fingers clean- 

 

Levi: like it so far? 

 



Becca: I think so. 

 

Levi: here try this -she moves up so she is on her knees and almost 

sitting on becc'as face- if you don't like it you can stop anytime 

 

-Becca starts licking and sucking on Levi's pussy- 

 

-levi moans and gribs the headboard withe rh hands- 

 

-Becca slides her tounge into Levi and rubs Levi's clit with her finger. 

 

Levi: oh don't stop 

 

-Becca rubs her tounge against levi's walls and sucks harder- 

 

Levi: more -bucks her hips a bit- 

 

-Becca sucks harder and rubs Levi's clit more- 

 

-levi gasps- 

 
-a couple minutes later- 

 

Levi: shit i'm cumming -pulls away and sprays on becca's chest- 

 

-Becca lays there on the bed. Panting a little her cheeks slightly 

flushed- 



 

-levi lies down on becca's body and kisses her softly- 

 

Levi: one thing that woman can do that men and woman can't 

 

Becca; Uh huh? Like what? 

 

-levi sits up and pulls one of becca's legs up and spreads them apart. 

elvi sits so there pussy's are rubbing and uses becca's leg as a 'pole' 

and rubs their pussys together- 

 

-Becca is gasping and moaning bucking her hips- 

 

Levi: fuck this feels good 

 

becca; Yeah. Harder please! 

 

-levi moves faster and harder- 

 

Levi: fuck i'm gonna cum againa dn all over your pussy 

 
Becca; Cum on me! Please cum on me! 

 

-levi cums all over kissing becca's leg- 

 

-Becca lets aout another scream as she cums- 

 



-levi falls down next to becca- 

 

Levi: tis lez se 

 

Becca: It's fun. 

 

-levi nods- 

 

-Becca ends up falling asleep a couple minutes later- 

 

-levi too- 

 

-the next day- 

 

inner levi: i hope i didn't do anything wrong.................... 

 

-levi showers and dresses cooking breakfast- 

 

Inner Becca: It was good...But I can't help but feel something is 

missing. Probably just my imagination. -gets up and grabs one of her 

dairies starting to read- 
 

inner levi: i'm not attracted to her but lets hope i helped her in some 

way 

 

Becca; Thanks for last night. Now I just need to talk to the guys about 

this. Poor Chris. He seemed to really like me. I hope I don't hurt him 



to badly. 

 

Levi: yeah............ -they eat and go downstairs.t eh guys are there- 

 

Justin: you got here early Levi? 

 

Levi: um.......... 

 

Becca; no she stayed the night. 

 

Lance; What do you mean? 

 

Becca; Guys....I hope you won't take this to hard but I think I'm a 

lesbian. 

 

Chris: WHAT?! 

 

Levi: oh boy -rubs her neck- 

 

Becca; I'm reading my dairies and I'm not seeing any evidence of me 

being attracted to men. Bu I seemed to be haveing crushes on girls 
most of my life. 

 

Jc; Oh boy.  

 

Chris: no becca your bi! your dating me! 

 



Inner Jc; She's bi. She always has been. Chris and her would kiss each 

other on the playground and bus as little kids. 

 

Becca; Chris I don't remember any of that. And even then I don't 

know if I really loved you. You're my friend. You always have and you 

always will. It dosen't have to be sexual. 

 

Chris: becca you love me -he goes toe hr tears in his eyes- what did 

you do last night? 

 

-levi stares at the books on the wall- 

 

Becca; One night stand. 

 

Chris: what?! -chris looks at levi who winces- 

 

Lance; WHAT!? 

 

Levi: hey we both liked it okay? who knows something else might 

happen but its up to her 

 
Chris: she isn't gay -goes over to levi- don't steal my girlfriend- 

 

Becca; Chris you're a good guy. You'll find someone. 

 

Chris: no i can't because your the one for me -goes over to becca- 

please you love me i know you do you want to be with me 



 

Becca; Chris please calm down. I think I'm gay. That's it. I won't know 

for sure until my memory comes back but until then I think the 

chaces of me being into just girls is pretty high. 

 

-chris has tears in his eyes and he wipes them away leaving the store- 

 

Justin:c hris! -goes after him- 

 

Lance; You...You ahd sex with her?  

 

Levi: yeah and? 

 

Lance; I thought you and I were an item. 

 

Levi: you only wanted my pussy you showed nothing but horneyness. 

i'll see ya becca -goes over to her patting her shoulder- 

 

Becca; I feel bad for Chris. I can understand why I would have wanted 

to date him out of sympathy. 

 
Jc; Levi. I need to talk to you alone for a bit. 

 

Levi: okay 

 

-she goes over to jc lance leaving the store- 

 



Jc; Okay. You don't know us very well so I might as well give you 

some backround. Now first and foremost this memory thing may 

have brought out the real Becca but something tells me that's not the 

case. Here's the thing about Becca and her sexuality. 

 

Levi: great you think me a slut 

 

Jc; No i don't. I don't think having a one-night stand counts you as a 

slut. I've had a few myself.  

 

Levi: i think becca is attracted to me though 

 

Levi: actually i'm very sure she is 

 

Jc; She's bi. She always has been. The thing is that she left alot of stuff 

out of her dairy because as a kid and teenager she was really 

paranoid about people finding them and reading them. 

 

Levi: maybe she left out the parts of her being attracted to women 

more then men 

 
Jc; Who knows. And also. Lance really does love you. He's just got a 

really stupid and weird way of showing it. That's all I wanted to say. I 

gotta get to work now. i'll see you later. I'm planning on stopping by 

the shop. i'm thinking about getting a dog. -walks off- 

 

-levi goes back to becca- 



 

Levi: you gonna be okay here by yourself? -the others had left- 

 

Becca; You alright? 

 

Becca; Yeah. i'll be fine. I've managed on my own this long. 

 

Levi: i guess i'll be fine. don't know yet 

 

inner levi: becca could have left out saying she was dating chris out of 

pity or dating chris at all since he knows where her diaries were 

 

Becca; I'm gonna look around for more of my diaries. Apparently I hid 

them all over the house. 

 

Levi: have fun with that 

 

Becca; Okay. 

 

-levi pats becca's shoulder and walks out of the store- 

 
Hector; Meow. 

 

-at lunch for the guys- 

 

Justin: i'm sorry about Levi man 

 



Joey:It's gonna be okay guys. 

 

-chris had his head covered- 

 

Lance; I should have done better. I should have shown her I really 

loved her instead of fucking her 24/7. But it was the only way to get 

her to hear me. 

 

Chris: she a whore. she is taking becca away from me -muffled- 

 

jc; She's not a whore. Becca's going through a weird phase right now 

and needs to figure things out. 

 

Justin: i don't think sex is the only way she could hear you lance and 

she isn't a whore 

 

Lance; Do. Not. Say. That. About. Her. Chirs. 

 

Chris: -looks up- she's a whore! Levi Wood is a fucking whore! -levi 

comes intot eh cafe at that time wanting a cup of coffee and hears 

what chris says- 
 

Justin: fuck 

 

Inner Jc/Joey; Oh shit. Now he's gone and done it. 

 

Lance; KEEP SAYING THAT AND YOU CAN KISS YOUR JOB 



GOODBYE! 

 

-Lance gets up and leaves- 

 

-levi goes tot eh counter for a coffee to go- 

 

Levi: its gonna be a long drive so make it the biggest cup you can 

 

Justin: long drive? 

 

Joey; Where ya headed? 

 

-levi takes the cup then walks out of the cafe flipping off the guys 

behind her back fuming. chris gorwles- 

 

Chris: WHORE, GOOD RIDENCE TO YA! 

 

-chris still is crying- 

 

Justin: nice going chris! 

 
-he slaps the back of hsi head- 

 

Jc: God damnit. Chris I know your upset. But seriously move on. 

 

-chris hits justin int he face and leaves heading back to work sending 

hsi chair tot eh floor- 



 

Justin: uhg -covers his eye- 

 

Jc; Tell lance I'm takeing the rest of the day off. Vacation time. 

 

Joey: Ditto. 

 

-justin heads to work seeing levi at the store loading up a truck with 

animals and suplies- 

 

-at work he sees lance- 

 

Justin: hey boss -lance gasps at his eye- 

 

Lance; What the hell happened. 

 

Justin: chris hit me int he face 

 

Lance; I feel his pain.  

 

Justin: well you'll be able to get over her easier since she;'ll be gone in 
like a few minutes or half an hour i think. she was about half way 

packed a few hours ago 

 

Lance: WHAT!? 

 

Justin: Levi's leaving. didn't you see the truck? 



 

Lance: No! Where is she going? 

 

Justin: no one knows but she's leaving. this town is hell i know that 

well. 

 

Lance: Joey's in charge while I'm gone got it? -before Justin can 

answer he runs out the door and to his car driveing off- 

 

Justin: uh-huh. your not gonna make it man 

 

-it begins to rain hard outside and it hits sunset- 

 

Becca; Hey Levi I found one of my diaries. -looks around- Where is 

she? 

 

-levi is shutting the back of her truck without a jacket on- 

 

-lance pulls up- 

 

Lance; LEVI! 
 

Levi: all done. 

 

Lance; Levi I'm sorry! 

 

-levi turns around and gorans- 



 

-He goes over to her- 

 

Levi: for what?! 

 

Lance: For not showing you I really loved you. I really do. i'd do 

anything for you1 

 

Levi: uh-huh sure. okay listen you know few things about me and i 

barley know you 

 

Lance; So we should just give up? 

 

Levi: i can't stay this town isn't for me i hate this place already 

everone hates me so whatev 

 

Lance; Not everyone hates you. Me, Justin, Joey. and Jc all like you. 

 

Levi: okay 4 out of 1000 

 

Lance; most of the people in this town like you. 
 

Levi: sorry doesn't work. i haven't got any work at all for weeks and 

i'm loosing money 

 

-lance could sort of tell that her eyes are red - she is crying and the 

downpour is hiding it- 



 

Lance; Please stay Levi. You can advertise to the other towns. It's not 

too late. 

 

Levi: i'm sorry lance.......................... 

 

Lance; Please. Don't go. I don't want to lose you. 

 

-Becca comes outside- 

 

Becca: What's going on? Levi where are you going? 

 

Levi: i'm leaving becca 

 

Levi: this town is nothing to me 

 

Becca; What?  -hse looks at little hurt- Can we still date? I really like 

you. 

 

Lance; Levi... 

 
-levi walks over to her- 

 

Levi: you love me too? 

 

Becca; Well I don't know if it's right to say love now but i really enjoy 

being with you. 



 

-levi punches the truck leaving a huge dent in it.t he animals scream- 

 

Levi: sorry babies! 

 

-levi coughs and then sneezes- 

 

Becca; If you need to leave then we can have a long distance 

relationship. 

 

Levi:L uhg uhg uhg! -she punches the truck again only she bust a hole 

in it. the animals scream again- babies its okay no one is ever gonna 

hurt you 

 

Levi: long distance? you really do like me..................... 

 

-Lance is silent. He is stony faced but he's miserable- 

 

Becca; Yeah. 

 

-chris ends up pulling up- 
 

Chris: becca you can't be out in this rain! 

 

Becca; Oh hi Chris. Don't worry I'll be fine. Are you okay? You look 

like you've been crying. -sniffs- Have you been drinking? 

 



Chris: becca i love you so much you can't leave me -he walks, or 

sways, over to her- please 

 

Becca; Chris. Please. I'm just not into men. You're a good person. 

You're young. And there's plenty of fish in the sea. I'll drive you home. 

i don't want you driveing buzzed. 

 

Chris: no becca your mine i love you so much 

 

Becca; Chris. I'm not into men. If you love someone you'll do anything 

for them even if it means letting them go. Lance? -looks at him- Can 

you take him home for me? 

 

-levi was staring at the sky- 

 

Inner Lance: At this point I might start drinking too. 

 

Chris: if i let you go and you get your memory back you'll realize how 

much you care for me! you have tot rust me! 

 

-becca looks at levi- 
 

Becca: I'll take care of this Levi. You go ahead. 

 

Lance; Please. Please Levi don't go. 

 

Levi: i just..... what the hell is that noise! -she goes out intot eh street 



looking down it squinting in the rain. a speeding truck comes up from 

behind her and she turns around- shit! -BAM!- 

 

Becca; LEVI! 

 

-she flies intot eh air truck keeps going and she hits the ground- 

 

Lance; LEEVVIIII! NO! -runs over to her- 

 

-levi's eyes where wide opena nd she wasn't moving- 

 

Chris: becca come with me 

 

Lance; levi. Please baby stay with me. Don't go. 

 

Becca; No. Chris I want you to stay here and sit. I want you to give me 

your keys. I'm gonna go call 911. 

 

Chris: hell no let that bitch die! she's trying tot ake you away from me 

but i won't! -he grabs becca's arm- 

 
Becca; Chris your drunk.  Let go. 

 

Lance; SOMEONE HELP! 

 

Chris: NO I WANT HER DEAD! 

 



Becca; LANCE CALL 911! 

 

-Lance grabs his cell and dials.all the while doing cpr- 

 

-chris storms or stumbles over and yanks lance back- 

 

Chris: no she dies she comes back she takes becca no no no no no 

 

-Becca runs over and starts cpr- 

 

Lance; Chris go home! 

 

CHris: no! -he yanks becca and pushes them both away from levi. he 

gaurds levi's body- 

 

Chris: i won't let her take becca away! 

 

-the ambulence arrives- 

 

-chris sobs and falls to his knees wrapping his arms around becca's 

legs- 
 

Becca: Let. Go. Now. 

 

-someone goes over to levi's body taking her pulse and checking her 

breathing- 

 



Paramedic: she died on impact 

 

Lance; No. No. This can't be. No. -falls to his knees shakeing Levi- 

Levi. Come on baby wake up. Please. LEVI! LEVIII! 

 

Becca; No! -wrenches away from Chris going over to Levi screaming- 

 

-chris falls to the ground sobbing- 

 

-levi's head drops tot ehs ide her arms falling limp- 

 

-Becca is crying hysterically and Lance is still in shock. The medics 

take Levi's body- 

 

-something really creepy happens though when they pick up her 

body- 

 

-she transforms into a cat then a dog then a fish then a ferret then a 

chinchilla then several other animals large and small. the medics 

drops her body on the ground and freak out- 

 
Paramedic: what the fuck is that thing?! 

 

Lance; DON'T TALK ABOUT HER LIKE THAT! 

 

Becca; Get out. Just leave. 

 



-the paramedics leave quickly- 

 

-she changes into a cat and the cat lies on the ground eyes shut but 

breathing- 

 

-chris had already passed out- 

 

Becca; Levi? 

 

Lance; She's alive. Thank you god. 

 

God: Yeah yeah whatever. 

 

Becca; We need to get her inside. we'll get chris home later. 

 

-the cat struggles to stand then looks at them all- 

 

-Becca picks up the cat- 

 

Cat: meow 

 
-lance drag schris into his truck somehwot hen shuts the door leaving 

him- 

 

Becca; You're alive. I'm so gald. -takes her inside- 

 

-the cat scraches becca then jumps tot eh ground running into a 



corner- 

 

Becca; Levi? What's wrong? 

 

-the cat shakes- 

 

-lance comes inside- 

 

Lance; we're happy to see you're alive. Why did you scratch her? 

 

Cat: meow -it darts out the front door and down the street- 

 

Becca; What did I do wrong? -sits on the floor- 

 

Lance: I've been asking myself that same question for a while now. 

Welcome to my world. 

 

Becca; Just go Lance. Take chris home and just go. 

 

-suddenly they hear a loud groaning noise really loudly like someone 

is in pain horrible horrible pain- 
 

Lance; What the hell? 

 

-both becca and lance walk touside slowly- 

 

-scross the street they find levi in human form on her knees holding 



her stomach and coughing up blood from what they can see- 

 

Becca; Levi. oh god are you okay? 

 

Levi: help me someone...... -she falls tot he ground. her shirt goes up 

and her skin is bruised - internal bleeding- 

 

Lance; Becca get your car out front. We need to get her to the 

hospital. 

 

Becca; Right. -runs to the back of the store coming out a couple 

minutes later with the car- 

 

Lance: Okay. -gets Levi into the car- Lets go. 

 

Levi: my pets -her eyes are red and her lips have blood on them- 

 

Becca: They'll be fine. Lets just get you taken care of okay?  

 

-they drive off. Becca calls Jc and has him go watch the animals- 

 
-justin and joey show up at the hospital- 

 

Justin: we ehard from jc. dear god thats scray 

 

Becca: yeah. Some stupid drunk no doubt. 

 



Justin: poor chris is he okay? damn he gets nasty when drunk 

 

Lance: The docs say she's gonna be okay but she's gonna be in the 

hospital for a while. 

 

Justin: thats why he avoids the bottle 

 

becca; Yeah. He does. Lance left him in his truck. I feel bad for him 

but I'm just not into men. If he showed me some proof that i was in 

love with him then maybe. 

 

Justin: i am not even gonna get into that conversation. can we see 

Levi? i want at least one chance to see her before she leaves town 

 

Lance; Go ahead. -he looks miserable- I'm gonna head home. There's a 

good bar nearby. 

 

-justin and joey go into levi's room- 

 

Levi: you two now? great -rubs her eyes- 

 
Levi: please don't say you in love with me too and want me to stay 

 

Joey: No. I've got a girlfriend. And it's your choice if you stay or go. 

But you're still our friend. 

 

Levi: just go please 



 

Justin: at least tell us what city your going to 

 

Joey; What did we do to you to make us pissed at you? We weren't the 

ones who called you those names. 

 

Levi: i'm going back to Bevada. i just don't want tog et attached to 

anyone at all! i already have a guya dn a girl nuts over me and i don't 

even know if its real so just go i'll say by when i go okay i will 

 

Justin: alrighty 

 

Joey: You didn't need to flip us off though. Later. -leaves- 

 

-justin waves and also leaves- 

 

-one week later- 

 

-chris has cut himself off fromt he rest of the guys, avoided them. 

alnce drank ALOT and becca stayed with levi always- 

 
Becca: I feel like this is all my falut. -is reading another diary- 

 

Levi: i don't know how it could be. if i never showed up none of this 

would have happened. -is playing with her cane she walks with since 

her right knee was screwed up 

 



- 

 

Becca: Well that depends. But it seems like me loseing my memory 

was what really set all this off. You know maybe I should call this dani 

girl I mention in this diary and try to get her to talk to chris. 

 

Becca; When are you leaving? 

 

Levi: your memory loss was because of me okay? 

 

-becca sits down next to levi and snuggles into her- 

 

Becca; Levi. Did something happen to me before I lost my memory 

that would make me feel like crying? 

 

Levi: i can't rememebr... my brain is a little fuzzy itself from the 

truck. 

 

Becca: I figured. It's just that ever since I lost my memory there's 

been something nagging at me. On the nights that you don't stay with 

me something in my mind shows itself and i start crying at times.  
 

Levi: i really don't know -levi puts her arm around becca wincing. her 

whole body still was sore- 

 

Becca; I'll see if my daries have anything. i know it's not me missing 

my parents. I think I moved on from that sometime in highschool. 



Anywyas when do you think you'll be heading back to nevada? 

 

Levi: when i don't hurt as much. doc said it will be maybe two months 

 

Becca; Okay. Don't forget to say goodbye. 

 

Levi: i won't -becca kisses her and snuggles more into her beginning 

to read one of her dairies- 

 

inner levi: me screwed 

 

Inner Becca; Wow. I was quite the daredevil as a kid. 

 

*flashback* 

 

little Chris: Becca get down from there. The grownups are gonna get 

mad! 

 

-Becca is climbing a large tree in the backyard- 

 

Little Becca; No! 
 

little Justin: you a big twit ya know! i won't catch you if you fall 

 

little Joey: I wanna come up too! -starts crying- 

 

Little Justin: they go up there ya dork 



 

-little Jc who is missing two front teeth is already climbing up after 

Becca- 

 

Little Chris: please becca be carful! -he wiggles his front tooth which 

is loose- 

 

-they're kindigarteners- 

 

Chris's Mom: Christopher what are you doi-REBECCA GET DOWN 

FROM THERE AT ONCE! YOU TOO JOSHUA! 

 

Little Joey: Run! -takes off only to be stopped by Chris's mom who 

scoops them up and puts them on the nearby bench- 

 

-justin runs too but is also caught- 

 

little jsutin: poopy 

 

little chris: come on becca! -walks to tree- 

 
Chris's mom: Watch your language. -plucks little Jc from the tree and 

carries him to the bench- 

 

Becca: eek! -slips and falls- 

 

-lands on chris- 



 

Chris's Mom; REBECCA! 

 

little chris: ouf! 

 

-his tooth is gone now and ont he ground- 

 

little chris: yay she got my tooth out! -bleeding of cource- 

 

Becca; Chrissy! You're bleeding! -starts crying- I'm sorry! -hugs him- 

 

-chris hugs her back- 

 

little chris: it doesn't hurt -they stnad upa nd he picks it up- tooth 

fairy will come! 

 

Chris's Mom: You kids are gonna be the death of me. -goes back into 

the house- 

 

Kids: hehehehhe 

 
*end flashback* 

 

Becca; We did that on a weekly basis.  We didn't fall very often but it 

was always a good laugh when we did. 

 

Levi: well when i was a kid me and my neighbor Nick would take one 



horse and ride it around and freak out our parents 

 

Levi: a storm hit once and we got lost and extremly ill. we both nearly 

died 

 

Becca; Oh those crazy kids. 

 

Levi: yeah. nick got married a year ago 

 

Becca; Good for him. 

 

Levi: he and his husband are so happy together 

 

Becca; That's good. -smiles and goes back to reading- 

 

-she finds when lance comes to the town- 

 

-they were all mean to him apparently even herself- 

 

Becca; I was such a little brat. Then my dad told me to stop it and 

spanked me for being mean to him. As punishment we had to spend a 
day with him. We ended up becoming friends. 

 

*flashback to lance's first day* 

 

Chris: your such a freak. weird voice and weird skin 

 



Becca; Go away! 

 

Justin: i think its called albino 

 

Guy/becca: albino freak albion freak! 

 

Joey: hahahaha! 

 

Lance; -cry- I'm not a freak! 

 

Justin: go away -shoves lance and he stumbles back intot he wall- 

 

-jc trips him from behinda nd he falls on his butt- 

 

-Lance starts crying more- 

 

Joey; And we thought Becca was a crybaby. 

 

Chris: dork -walks off witht he tohers alughing- 

 

-the next day in flashback land- 
 

-Lance is sitting alone in the back of the classroom- 

 

Becca; Hi. -she looks grumpy and is holding her hands behind her 

back- 

 



Justin: so we have to becca? 

 

Chris: i don't want to talk to him 

 

Becca; It's either that or I get another spanking. 

 

Jc; I don't wanna get hit! 

 

joey: me neither. 

 

Justin: neither do i -rubs his butt and they walk over- 

 

CHris: hi 

 

Lance; Go away! -covers his face- 

 

Justin: whats your name? 

 

Lance; James.  

 

Justin: thats a cool name 
 

Justin: i'm justin 

 

Chris: i'm chris 

 

Joey: I'm joey. 



 

Becca; I'm rebecca. We're takeing you to my house to play after 

school. 

 

Lance; But I'm supposed to go straight home after school every day. 

 

Becca; My daddy called your mommy. 

 

Chris: yeah 

 

Lance; Oh. Okay. 

 

Joey: You have to eat lunch with us too. and we have to talk with you 

and play with you at recess too. 

 

Justin: or else 

 

Jc; Yeah. So you can't say no. 

 

Lance; Oh. Okay. 

 
-the day goes well and they learn alot about him- 

 

*end* 

 

Levi: yeash you were jerks 

 



Becca: yeah. But a smacking on the ass changed that. 

 

Levi: heh. anything else in that thing talking about him? 

 

inner levi: i had the same thing happen to me when i went to a new 

school in third grade. moved to a different city to have a ranch there 

instead 

 

Becca: Later that week we were all walking home and we found a used 

condom on the ground. That's when we all got the sex talk from our 

parents. Chris apparently kissed me on the cheek that evening and 

the guys were all grossed out. especially Jc. 

 

Levi: heh 

 

Becca; i think we all knew he was gay we just didn't know what the 

word was for it. 

 

Levi: how was yal's dating lives? it seems that diary is pretty thick 

goes pretty far 

 
Becca: Yeah. It goes from third grade to sixth. -puts it down and picks 

up another one- this one goes from seventh through graduation. -flips 

through the first few pages- I guess Lance always was socially 

akward. He tried dateing a few times but they never ended well. I 

went out with him once on a pity date. It's a miracle he even lost his 

virginity.  



 

Levi: oh............................... 

 

inner levi: never had a date in my life. lance was my first 

 

Becca; That was the year after my parents died. 

 

Levi: they died i never kenw that 

 

Becca; Yeah. Dad was a really good lawyer. Mom was a nurse. 

Anyways dad took on a defense case and someone didn't like it. I was 

staying the night with chris. His mom and my parents were okay with 

us staying the night togeather. Anyways my mom and dad were 

driveing home from thier victory date and they ended up getting a 

flat. turned out someone had messed with the car. -c- 

 

Becca; Anyways when dad pulled over this car that had been 

following then around stopped and some guys came out and shot 

them. 

 

Levi: dear god i'm so sorry 
 

Becca; Chris and the guys were really supportive. I stayed with lance 

and his parents until I graduated. 

 

Levi: what is lance like? did you ever write anything about him is it 

blank there too 



 

Becca; No. It's not entirely blank. He was always the quiet laidback 

shy kid. 

 

Becca: from what I'm reading here he was good in math and science 

and helped me alot with my homework. He was really easy to get 

along with. 

 

inner levi: heh sounds like me 

 

Levi: and he never had good girlfriends? 

 

Levi: why did they end so soon and so bad? 

 

Becca; no. He was really bad with dates. He would stutter at times 

when nervous and even after he got out of that habit he was really 

clumsy. And he seemed to attract the wrong kind of girls. The ones 

that used him as a doormat and got bored of him to easily. 

 

Levi: did he ever like.......... you might not have known this at all or 

just never wrote it............ but does it say anything about him never 
showing the right affection? like it was like just sex or soemthing 

 

Becca; he didn't get his cherry popped until senior year. He wanted to 

wait until marrige. He was always a total southern gentleman like his 

parents taught him to be. 

 



Levi okay 

 

inner levi: then why did he always fuck me if he really was raised 

lieka  southern gentalmen? god he's messe dup 

 

-levi holds becca a bit closer and becca keeps reading while levi 

watches tv- 

 

Becca;  I guess after a time he figured that being a good boy wasn't 

gonna work. 

 

-later that day becca gets levi out of her place and down to the 

cafe'......... where all the guys are at and she hasn't seen them for quiet 

a while- 

 

Becca: Hi guys! 

 

Joey: Hey. 

 

inner levi: being a good boy didn't work... no it does work he 

just................... there they are 
 

Jc; How ya doin? 

 

Levi: becca my knee is giving out 

 

-it really was she was leanoing on her cane- 



 

Becca; You go ahead and find a place to sit levi.  

 

-levi doesn't make it though she ends up stumbling and falling over. 

everyone int he cafe' laughs at her and she rubs her face- 

 

Levi: found a place 

 

Becca; All you people can just go home now! You all ought to be 

ashamed of yourselves! -goes over and helps Levi into her seat- 

 

-levi drops her head ont he table hiding tears- 

 

inner levi: like school all over again. fell off my horse busted my 

kneee had to ahve a cane and it was like that all year. a joke everyone 

but me and nick liked 

 

Becca: I'll get out food to go. We don't need to be in a place where 

people are going to act like schoolchildren. 

 

Levi: just hurry it up please -becca nods and kisses the back of levi's 
neck going to get the food. lance and chris both wince and turn their 

backs to them- 

 

Chris: meh -drinks his beer- 

 

Jc; Chris seriously put down the bottle. 



 

-chris shakes his head and keeps drinking- 

 

Lance; Drink up Chris. -takes swing of booze- Gotta drink the pain 

away of loseing our girls. 

 

-a few people walk intot eh cafe' and go over to levi and start bugging 

her. it was britney's mom and britney's two sisters who never died- 

 

Becca; you three go away. -comes with food- Lets go Levi. 

 

Birtney's mom: hell no we have some thigns tot alk with her about 

 

Becca; I don't care. You've done enough damage as it is. 

 

-levi gets to her feet somehwo but the mom grabs the cane ripping it 

frome hr ahnds. she falls straight tot ehg round and begins to get 

beaten by the three people- 

 

Becca: Stop it! 

 
lance: -slamming down bottle- 

 

inner leiv: ow ow o w ow ow o wo wo ow wo 

 

Lance; LEAVE HER THE FUCK ALONE! -Goes over to the spears and 

starts punching them all over- 



 

-levi can't move- 

 

Levi: i can't move Becca 

 

Lance; Levi my car is out front. Need me to take you to a hospital? 

 

Becca; No Lance. Just call 911. -kneels down net to Levi- It's gonna be 

okay. 

 

Levi: i need to leave town. i want to go back home.................. 

 

Chris: wish i could leave 

 

-Lance calls 911 and Levi is taken to the hospital- 

 

Levi: is there a way you can transfer me to Nevada? to Las Vegas 

hospital? 

 

Doc; Maybe. We'll let you know by tomorrow. 

 
Justin: i'll drive you down there if you can't guys 

 

Chris:w ait what? 

 

Becca; Really? 

 



Justin: i've been wanting to leave this town anyways. never had a 

chance to leave. 

 

Justin: never really got what i wanted -looks at jc- and i don't think i 

will 

 

Becca; I think we all wanted to leave somehow. 

 

Chris: man you can't leave your my best friend|! 

 

Jc; Eh? 

 

Justin: then come with me chris! you lost becca you can start out 

fresh in Nevada 

 

Chris: i don't know -looks at becca deeply in her eyes- 

 

Inner Becca: That weird feeling again. -brushes away tear- Did Chris 

have something to do with this feeling of Loss? 

 

Levi: justin are you gay? -everyone freezes and looks at levi funny- 
 

CHris: justin gay?! -laughs- hell no he's the straightest guy in the 

universe! 

 

Joey: Justin ignore him he's still drunk. You know it's okay to tell us 

your gay. 



 

Lance; Dude Joey seriously. How could the ladies man of the group be 

gay? 

 

joey: yeah yeah yeah 

 

Joey: I'll be in the waiting room if anyone needs me. 

 

Justin: been gay since college. just haven't had the nerve to say 

anything so i just keep taking the ladies. i've hid it well 

 

Chris: WHAT?! me confused 

 

joey: Ditto. 

 

Jc: Wow...I need to have my gaydar fixed. 

 

Levi: your in love with someone huh? 

 

Justin: yeah but its not gonna happen i know it very well. 

 
Jc: Who is it? 

 

Levi: you can go with me Justin i think my family needs a helping 

hand on the ranch 

 

Justin: mkay. 



 

Jc; Justin are you in love with me? 

 

Justin: i need to go take care of some things i'll see yal later -walks 

from the room and jc scurries after him- 

 

Jc; Justin tell me1 

 

Justin i........ i.............. i've got crap to do man 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eDmYGXHzdQ 

I think this works for the relationships from the guys perspective. At 

least for the hetero ones 

 

-Jc grabs Justin by the shoulders and spins him around kissing him 

on the lips- 

 

-justin just lets him- 

 

Justin: i want to leave but i know you don't. long distance 

relationships suck 
 

-jc does't want to leave- 

 

Jc; That's why email was invented. 

 

Justin: I CAN'T STAND IT! -justin pulls away from jc- i won't have a 



relationship happen when i probably won'tsee you for several years 

 

Justin: email doesn't do it 

 

jc; I don't want to leave but if staying means I don't get to be with you 

then.....then..... 

 

Justin: just forget it i'll talk with you later -justin leaves hte hospital- 

 

-Jc holds back the tears and goes back into the hospital room. Joey 

saw it all from his seat in the waiting room- 

 

Liev: life is hell thats why we want to go to heaven when we die 

 

Jc; I think I'm just gonna go home guys. 

 

Lance; do you think you could drop off drunk ass on your way? 

 

Levi: till we meet again 

 

Chris: meh 
 

Jc: Which one? You or Chris? 

 

Lance; Chris. -pushes Chris forward- 

 

Levi: i want to talk witht he other drunk ass though 



 

Jc: Okay. Come on Chris. -takes Chris out- 

 

Chris: becca -goes to her and kisses her very very softly- i'll see ya 

later -he leaves with jc having finally given up- 

 

Becca; I'll be waiting outside. -is wipeing her eyes off.- 

 

Lance; Okay. 

 

-Becca leaves- 

 

Lance: So what was it you wanted to talk to me about? -sits in chair- 

 

Levi: -staring att he ceiling- being a good boy works but you just gave 

up thinking sex is the answer to relationships 

 

Levi: se is a privlage something you do when you deeply care and love 

a person 

 

-Lance looks suprised at first but goes back to being calm- 
 

Lance; You're right. I did give up. It just seemed like the days when 

tipping your hat to a lady got you a good girl were long gone. I had 

gone through so many girls.  

 

Lance; I know you don't belive me but I really did love you. I still do. 



I've just forgotten how to show it properly. 

 

Levi: just go......................... there is nothing left for anyone of us 

anymore 

 

Levi: i will leave and take justin with me. 

 

Lance; i figured. -nods- I'll see you sometime in the future. -leaves- 

 

-the next day levi is allowed to leave. justin helps her into her truck 

that is packed with her's and his things and he gets intot eh driver's 

seat- 

 

Justin: farwell. we have numbers and emails 

 

Joey: We're gonna miss you guys. 

 

Becca; Stay safe for us okay? 

 

Chris: wait wait wait! 

 
-chris comes running downt he street with a big bag and a carrier 

with two pugs in it- 

 

Justin: eh? 

 

Inner Korea: Dear god waht is the human doing now? 



 

-chris puts the things into the back of the truck out of breath- 

 

Chris: i'll see ya pups at the next stop -shuts door- bye -hugs lance- 

bye -hugs joey- bye -hugs jc- bye -says to becca and climbs over justin 

intot eh truck in the middle seat- 

 

Justin: ouch?! 

 

Becca; Have fun guys. 

 

CHris: sorry but just drive now before i change my mind! 

 

Joey: Later. 

 

Inner Becca; I shouldn't be feeling bad about him going but I feel like 

I'm going to start bawling. 

 

-levi looks out the window and sees lance staring at her- 

 

Levi: it was nice knowing all of you. i hope that we will talk................. 
someday 

 

Lance; Safe travels. 

 

-justin starts the truck and they drive away- 

 



-one month later- 

 

-jc is with becca and he looks of crap- 

 

Becca; Hey Jc. 

 

Jc: meh 

 

Becca; Jc. You spent alot of time with me after I got out of the hospital 

right? The couple of weeks before I lost my memory? 

 

Jc: yeah and? 

 

Becca: I was hopeing you could tell me why I bought these things? -

takes a smal bag out from behind the counter. It's full of baby toys and 

clothes- I haven't been able to find my most recent diary but I think 

that this amy provide me with some answers. And the recipt in the 

bag says it's from around the time after I got out of the hospital. 

 

Jc: wait after? becca the embryo died in the hospital. buying it before 

is one thing but after? 
 

Jc: you can't be pregnate! 

 

Becca; What? I was pregnant? -looks at Jc shocked- did i have a 

sperm donor or something? 

 



Jc: ayou couldn't have bought those after the hospital. you were told 

you lost the embryo by chris and he was just happy you were still 

alive and you were happy i think. then you buy those afterwards? 

your still pregnate 

 

-jc lifts up becca's shirt- 

 

Becca; I..Oh god it's coming back now. 

 

Jc: chris's kid -looks at baby bump- 

 

-sits down tears overflowing- 

 

Jc: chris is gone and your carrying his kid! 

 

Jc: you never knew you were pregnate you didn't rememeber it! now 

he's gone and......... -rubs face- 

 

Becca: I thought I had lost the baby. I acted happy for Chris but I felt 

dead inside. After i got out of the hospital I started buying all these 

things. I thought it would help me move on. -bursts into tears- I really 
did love him. Ever since we were kids I loved him.  

 

JC: they why do you have that?! 

 

-rubs the bump- 

 



Jc: you cannot be fat! 

 

Becca; I thought I was just gaining weight.  

 

Jc: its against the laws of physics for becca to be gaining wieght 

 

Becca; I started trying to eat healthier so I could lose it.  

 

Jc: oh god -bangs head against wall- 

 

JC: chris you are one wild thing 

 

-enter Joey- 

 

Joey: Dude what's going on? 

 

Jc: oaky so becca for one thing ahs her memory back. another thing is 

its because she started buying baby things after she got out of the 

hospital ya know the embyro thing? anyways she didn't know she 

really was prego and now with no memory of anything she thought 

she was fat and she isn't and chris is gone and now we have a very 
prego remembering becca 

 

Joey: Oh god. Do you have justin's email? 

 

Jc: we all lost contact with them. i've been depressed lance has 

become an alcohic and you well................ you depend on us to keep 



these things. beccahates emails 

 

Becca; i never check it. i prefer phone calls. 

 

Joey: Becca go check your email now. 

 

-they never emailed her- 

 

-knowing she never checks it- 

 

-Becca breaks down sobbing- 

 

Hector: i knew I could sense another human presence here. 

 

-enter lance who is sort of buzzed- 

 

Lance; Hey. Whas goin on? 

 

Joey; Long story 

 

-jc explains to lance everything- 
 

Lance; So she does have a bun in the oven. Heh. And I thought she 

was just getting fat. 

 

Jc: that is impossible 

 



Joey: You are really stupid when drunk you know that bass. 

 

Jc: okay so we ahve lots of money int he bank right? 

 

Joey: We've all got enought to get by. 

 

Becca; I have some money stashed away for emergencies 

 

Jc: okay joey you find a moving truck that you hook up tot eh back of 

a car. then hooks it up tot eh back of lnac'es big truck. we all pack the 

things we need and bring our debit cards 

 

Lance; Broke as a joke. 

 

Jc: we are taking a trip to Nevada 

 

Jc: i can't stay here anymore it sucks balls 

 

-lance thoguht jc was nuts- 

 

Jc: lance you are like that movie i saw 'on the line' only you have 
become an alcohilic and not been posting thigns all over trying tot 

find the girl 

 

Joey: Why don't we just buy some plane tickets? 

 

Jc: because i'm moving out of this shit hole 



 

-jc stands up and fixes his baggy shirt- 

 

lance; Oh yeah. with the gay guy who tried to launch a rocket. -

giggles- I wonder if there are gay aliens 

 

Becca; And I can't bring hector on a plane. 

 

Joey; Speaking of which we've got to take a cat and a ferret with us. 

Oh shit. 

 

Hector: Meow. 

 

Joey: Well either way lets all meet back here in three hours. 

 

Jc: surprised lance hasn't kill dirk yet. oaky go joey go! 

 

-three hours pass- 

 

Joey: Okay so are we all ready? 

 
Becca; yeah. I've got someone to watch the shop until i can get the 

rest of my stuff out. 

 

Lance; Uh huh.  

 

-jc joey and becca load their stuff in. alnce however is druk and saying 



he's staying- 

 

Hector: Meow meow meow. 

 

Dirk; Squeek! 

 

Jc: lance your going! 

 

Joey; lance you are coming with us and that's final. 

 

-Lance blows a rasberry at them and Joey throws Lance into the 

truck.- 

 

-jc goes in and throws a shit load of lance's stuff together- 

 

-he also drabs dirk- 

 

Jc: lets roll -gets behind wheel taking off. lance is being a dickhead- 

 

-Hector is paceing around his cat carrier meowing nervously- 

 
Inner Hecotr; I don't wanna go to the chopper lady. 

 

-after twelve hours of driveing- 

 

Jc: rest stop anyone? 

 



-lance hasn't stopped being an ass- 

 

Becca; Okay. 

 

Lance; Whatever. I'll just hitchhike back home. 

 

Jc: joey tie him up if you have to 

 

Joey; No you won't because I'm putting a leash on you. 

 

-they pull into a rest stop- 

 

-jc helps becca into the motel room and joey drags lance into another- 

 

Jc: are you gonna be okay becca? 

 

Becca; Physically yes. I know now that those stomach pains are the 

baby moveing. But I'm still scared Jc. 

 

Jc: i don't think chris has forgotten about you 

 
-meanwhile in nevada- 

 

Levi: dude its only been a month you can't be engaged! 

 

Justin: oh boy 

 



Chris: It's been going better than I could have asked for. i've kicked 

the alchohol habit because of her. I love her and that's final. 

 

Justin: well he got over becca. i wonder how she is doing 

 

Levi: hope she got over me 

 

Chris; She has. She's not the kind to hang onto a person for to long. 

 

Levi: come on guys i have to head to work and you guys need to work 

on the ranch. 

 

Justin: yep -stands up- come on man 

 

Chris; Yeah. Lets go. -gets up as well- 

 

-they head outside and levi goes on her motorcycle- 

 

-the three of them own a ranch together about a half and hour from 

town where the vet/shelter/shop is in town- 

 
-Busta and Korea are playing with chew toys- 

 

Korea: He's not over her is he. 

 

Justin: i'm really happy chris. your able to get over thigns better then 

i can 



 

Busta: nu-uh 

 

Korea: He still drinks that strange stuff all the time. And I think he 

almost shouted out her name when he was mateing with that other 

female. 

 

Busta: yeah i remember that. but he is trying to stop drinking.s een 

him dump that stuff down into a bowl with a hole in it 

 

Korea; Humans do the strangest stuff. and then when he started 

crying about a dead puppy. I smelled the first female. I could still 

smell a pup. 

 

-busta nods then chews on his toy- 

 

-meanwhile back with jc- 

 

Joey: I finally got Lance to bed. He's gonna be hungover as hell inthe 

morning. Lets hope he dosen't do anything to Becca. I don't know 

about you but I don't want her to lose the baby for real. 
 

Jc: she'll be fine i'm sure of it -looks at becca who is asleep- see ya in 

the morning joey 

 

Joey: Later. 

 



-jc falls to sleep- 

 

-Joey goes to bed- 

 

-the next morning- 

 

-they have been on the road for a few hours now- 

 

Jc: um... does anyone know where they live? 

 

Becca; No. 

 

Joey; it's hard to find out when they never contacted us. 

 

Jc: said something about Las Vegas. well head there and ask around 

 

-lance was mumbleing under his breath- 

 

Jc: i know your pissed we ahve no booze but you don't need it 

 

lance; I do. it makes me not think of her. 
 

jc: your gonna see her soon man 

 

Jc: i can't belive she could ahve made that big of an impack on you 

like that 

 



Lance; really? Justin had the same effect on you. Only you didn't 

drink it away. 

 

Joey: it's cause he's not as thick in the head as you. 

 

Jc: i knew justin longer! you only knew elvi for what two months? 

 

-Lance flinches due to the hangover- 

 

Jc: what do or did you see in her? -his voice gets softer and more 

calm- she never showed much to anyone 

 

Lance; Well the most obvious one was that she was hot. she was 

headstrong and could take care of herself. She didn't care what people 

thought about her appearance and she was confident. 

 

Joey: Good qualities. 

 

Jc: how is she different then all those other girls? you screwed up 

with them but you got over them 

 
Lance: She didn't treat me like i was a doormat. She acted like I was a 

person. 

 

Jc: what ae you gonna do then when we get to Nevada: avoid her? 

 

Joey; He does have a point. All those other girls walked all over him. 



 

Lance; I don't know. You guys forced me to come here so chances are 

avoiding her is all I've got. 

 

-jc sighs and turns ont he radio- 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J596c4PGLIU 

 

Joey: geeze. pop station. Still good song 

 

Jc: its ironic too 

 

-Becca closes her eyes leaning her head on the window- 

 

-lance was sitting in the back alone. jc and joey look at him quickly 

and see he's crying looking out the window- 

 

Lance; I still love her. I always will. 

 

Jc: we know man 

 
-hours later- 

 

joey; Okay. i think we're in the right place. 

 

Jc: yeah this is Vegas. -he pulls into a travaler place- i'll ask them 

 



-he gets outa dn goes inside- 

 

Jc: hi there -there is a woman behind the desk- 

 

Woman: Hello. Can I help you? 

 

Jc: we are wondering if you know about a woman and two men who 

moved here about a month ago. the woman is a vet 

 

Woman: Las Vegas is a big place but i can try and look. Do you know 

thier names? 

 

Jc: Jordyn Levi Wood, Justin Randall Timberlake, and Chris Alan 

Kirkpatrick 

 

Woman: Okay. -types up on computor- Ah yes. They all moved here at 

the same time. I think they're all currnetly living togeather on a 

ranch just outside of town. Here's a map. -prints it out and hands it to 

Jc- 

 

Jc: thank you -leaves- 
 

Jc: got it -gets into truck- ya ready Lance? 

 

-Lance just grunts- 

 

Jc: becca? 



 

Becca; As ready as I'm going to be. 

 

Jc: -pats becca's tummy- lets roll 

 

-he begins driving and jeoy and hima re trying to follow the map and 

its as funny as hell- 

 

Jc: no it has to be left your reading it wrong! 

 

Joey: No. I'm not.  see? 

 

Becca; Must we all decend into mandess. 

 

Jc: joey its - deer! -slams ont he brake 

 

Lance; AACK! 

 

Becca: EEEK! 

 

Jc: few -rubs the back of his neck as the deer darts off unharmed- 
everyone okay? 

 

Joey: I'm okay. 

 

Lance; I'm good. 

 



Becca; Yeah. -rubbing belly- 

 

-jc keeps going- 

 

-soon they see the ranch- 

 

Jc: a-hole ranch? 

 

Joey: hehehe 

 

Becca: Clever. 

 

-jc pulls in and goes downt he long driveway. the reach the house and 

levi justin chris and a woman are sitting on the proch. they all look 

up- 

 

Levi: who the hell is that? 

 

Justin: that truck looks like................ 

 

Chris: lance's 
 

-Jc stops the car- 

 

-levi walks off the porch and stares at the truck- 

 

Jc: Lets get out. 



 

Levi: dear god 

 

Becca; I'll wait here. 

 

Joey: Okay. 

 

-Joey and Jc get out- 

 

Levi: jc?! joey?! 

 

Justin: what? -runs off porch- 

 

Jc: I'm here baby. -hugs Justin- 

 

-justin is shocked- 

 

Justin: i i i don't know what what to say 

 

Joey: We figured we'd follow your example and ditch that shithole 

town. 
 

Levi: uh-huh. who else is int he car 

 

Jc; Don't say anything. Just agree to a wild night of hot kinky sex 

tonight. 

 



Justin: uh-huh? 

 

Joey: Becca and Lance. Becca got her memory back. And Chris....The 

baby didn't die. It's alive and Kicking. Literally. 

 

Chris: dear god -he stumbles anf falls off the porch- 

 

Girl: baby! 

 

-goes and helps him up- 

 

Levi: chris is engaged 

 

-Becca got out of the vehicle just as Levi said that.- 

 

Justin: becca......................... 

 

Chris: ba ba becca is is pre pregante? 

 

Gril: whose becca? 

 
Becca; No. No it's fine. I was afrid this was going to happen. Yes Chris. 

I'm pregnant and i rember everything now. I'm about two to three 

months along. 

 

Chris: Nikki its an old friend. and she lost her because of it. and now 

you rememebr and i'm getting amrried in a few monthes 



 

-nikki holds chris- 

 

Levi: okay lets all get inside! 

 

-pushes joey towards the porch- 

 

Becca; Well congratulataions. I just thought you should know. 

 

Justin: hey hwere is Lance? 

 

Jc: Hungover and still in the van 

 

Chris: we talk later becca i swear 

 

Levi: wait lance is here? -stops and looks at thte truck- lets go inside -

gets everyone inside- 

 

-they all sit in the living room- 

 

Levi: so start from the beginning 
 

-jc is holding onto justin and justin is still in shock- 

 

jc: Okay. So I got back from work a couple days ago. Becca asked me 

about some baby stuff she bought. I told her about the embryo and 

that it died. that seemed to trigger something and Becca got her 



memory back. Apparently her getting the baby stuff was a way for 

her to move on. Anywyas come to find out she actually is preggoand 

then Joey and lance show up and we come here. 

 

Justin: wow 

 

Levi: you brought an alcoholic to my ranch? thank you now chris is 

going to ahve a harder time 

 

-Becca is sitting there silently trying not to cry. She's showing no 

emotions on her face- 

 

Chris: i need to walk -chris gets his coat on- by walk i mean ride a 

horse to somewhere random -leaves tot eh barn- 

 

Nikki: its nice to meet you Becca 

 

Becca; Likewise. 

 

-nikki goes intot eh kitchen and levi falls down into her seat rubbing 

her knee- 
 

Levi: oh boy aren't yal just sweet rays of sunshine -sigh- 

 

Becca; I'm sorry for bothering you. We'll leave in the morning. 

 

Justin: i don't know what to say] 



 

Levi:y uo guys aren't leave i'm just shocked. we have rooms yal can 

get set up in. oviously jc is going to be ith justin right? 

 

Jc: we don't either. 

 

Justin: um.................. 

 

-he rubs his face- 

 

Jc; Please? -puppuy eyes- 

 

Levi: justin just kiss him already you've been a whiny baby this whole 

month 

 

-justin kisses jc and holds him- 

 

Justin: my baby 

 

Jc: Daddy. -they start makeing out- 

 
Lrevi: uh-huh -nikki comes back in- 

 

Nikki: whoa! -she covers her eyes- cut that out! 

 

Levi: there is nothing wrong with that Nik 

 



Joey: yeah. I've got no problem wih gays but guy please save that for 

the bedroom. 

 

Nikki: i never knew there were homosexuals! 

 

Jc; Get used to it lady. If you're gonna be Chris's wife you'll need too. 

 

Levi: Nikki come abck tomorrow will ya? -she nods and leaves- 

 

-nikki brushes past lance hwo comes inside. it has begun to rain- 

 

Levi: i'm gonna go after chris -she takes the back door out- 

 

Lance; I'm thirsty. 

 

Justin: water good? 

 

Lance; Yes. -nods sleepily. His eyes look bloodshot and he's got five o 

clock shadow- 

 

-justing ets him water- 
 

-meanwhile outside- 

 

Levi: chris come back tis raining! -chasing after him- 

 

Chris: -Muttering- Damn. -normal voice- What do you want Levi? 



 

-levi is able to catch up to him. theya re int he forest- 

 

Levi: chris your not over Becca 

 

Chris: I have to be over her. I' commiting myself to Nikki. I can't be 

hung up over my ex. 

 

Levi: chris she's pregnate with your child! you knocked her up after 

she got out of the hospital you guys fucked after she got out right? 

 

Chris; She was on the pill and i used a condom. Each time. Becca was 

upset about looseing the first one. She didn't want to have to go 

through that again. I was the one who went shopping with her for 

that stuff. 

 

Levi: so the doc screwe dup. becca got her memory backa dnr ealizes 

that she screwed up. you really want to spend the rest of your life 

with Nikki? you have to choose -thunder rolls- 

 

Chris: I already asked Nikki to marry me. I can't take that back now. 
 

Levi: i'm sorry then but you also have to take reposcibliying for your 

child 

 

Chris: I can pay child support. Damn. Times like this I need to force 

myself away from alcohol. 



 

Levi: well with Lance here........ -her voice trails off- 

 

Chris: He's here? -sighs- Damn. Someone up there has it in for me. 

 

Levi: he was forced here. they all are moving here apparently 

 

-suddenly lighting stricks a tree by tree setting it on fire. the horses 

freak- 

 

Levi: shit calm down! -tries to controlt eh reins- 

 

-chris is knocked off- 

 

Chris; AGH! 

 

-levi is also bucked off and the horses take off- 

 

-levi hits the ground hard- 

 

Levi: ahhhh! 
 

Levi: we have to get back to the house chris. rememebr what 

happened whent eh last storm hit? 

 

-they are soaked- 

 



Chris; yeah. The horses can find thier own way back. -starts walking- 

 

-levi struggles to her feet but her knee gives out- 

 

Levi damn it! -groans- chris? 

 

Chris: Hang on. I'll help you. -lifts her over his shoulder and starts 

walking- 

 

Levi: i still need my cane my knee  its just can't take alot 

 

Levi: oaky chris you don't have to carry me like this 

 

Levi: just be my supost i feel like a dork like this 

 

Chris; Quiet. -starts jogging towards the house.- 

 

-he gets lost- 

 

Levi: nice move -she is now sitting on the ground while chris is 

looking around- 
 

Chris: Damn. I can't see a fucking thing in this weather. 

 

Levi: we need to find some shelter before another -lightning bolt takes 

out the tree right next to them- SHIT! -the tree is knocked over and 

lands on chris- CHRIS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



 

-its on his feet- 

 

Chris; AAAAAAAGGGH! 

 

Levi: chris can you hear me? -she is on the otherside- 

 

Chris; Yeah i can hear you but I think I'm starting to black out. GOD 

DAMNIT THIS HURTS! 

 

-levi gets tot eh toherside of the tree by dragging herself on her butt- 

 

Levi: okay i'm gonna try to push it off of you -she gets onto her feet 

and pushes but her feet sldie in the mud and her knee gives out again- 

fuck 

 

-she hits the ground landing one hr face- 

 

Levi:w e ahve the worst luck today huh chris 

 

Chris; yeah. listen if I don't make it and you do. tell Becca I love her. I 
love her and the baby too. 

 

Levi: we both will make it -sits upa dn sits against the tree her knee in 

severe pain and she is covered in mud chris too- your feet are 

crushed and my knee is shit right now 

 



Chris: i think my cell is in my pocket. Try and see if you can get help. 

 

-levi is able to pull it out- 

 

Levi: its broken 

 

Chris; Damnit! 

 

Levi: uhg. okay if i don't make it and you make it tell lance he is like 

no other person i've ever met 

 

Chris; Got it. 

 

-levi leans against the tree as the rain keeps pouring and the water 

begins to rise. theya re in a valley of sorts- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Justin: those are their horses. where are they then? 

 

Hector: meow meow meow meow meow. 
 

-justin gets on his coat- 

 

Justin: jc joey help me get the horses and animals to safty. we might 

ahve a flood 

 



Becca; Something terrible has happened I just know it. 

 

Dirk: squeek! 

 

Joey: Got it. Stop worrying Becca they'll be fine. 

 

Jc; yeah.  

 

-they get the animals to safety- 

 

-meanhwile- 

 

-levi is holding chris up so he doesn't drown- 

 

Levi: so what is your favorite color chris? 

 

Chris: Silver. 

 

-he is leaning up against her as she makes him sit up all the way- 

 

Levi: mine is red like the the stuff that was coming from your feet 
 

chris: Do you think they'll have to amputate? 

 

Levi: no 

 

Chris: I hope not. I won't be able to take care of that kid if i'm stuck in 



a wheelchair- 

 

Levi: you won't be -the water gets higher and its up to their chests- 

dear lord almighty 

 

Levi: you can't take care of the kid if your a corpse either! 

 

Chris: Please god just let me live long enough to see the birth of my 

child. 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Justin: the water is rising. the forst goes down a slight hill so if theya 

re stuck down there they are in high water................... 

 

-Becca is trying not to cry- 

 

Justin: whose gonna come with me? -grabs his coat and falshlight- 

 

Lance; i am.  

 
Becca; I will. 

 

Joey: No. Preggo needs to stay inside. 

 

Justin: becca no. if you weren't pregnate then yes i would allow it 

 



Justin: come on lance -dresses him upa nd they head out- 

 

-meanhwile- 

 

Levi: come on tree move! -she is pushing on it hard with her good leg- 

 

-the water is up to their necks- 

 

Chris; It's not moveing. It probably won't either. 

 

Levi: chris use your ahnds i'll use my hands and my foot. ona  count of 

three we push as hard as we can okay? 

 

Chris; Right. 

 

-Chris braces himself and gets ready- 

 

Levi: one two three! -they start pushing- 

 

-the tree brgins to give- 

 
Chris; God damn this is painful. 

 

-soon is gets off chris's feet and he screams- 

 

Levi: your free! -she struggles up onto the top of the tree and pulls 

chris up as well looking at his feet- damn those things are broken 



 

Chris; Yeah and they hurt like a son of a bitch! 

 

-levi keeps pulling on chris but she slipes and falls off of the tree intot 

he water along with chris- 

 

Levi: -muffled by water- 

 

Chris: Damnit! -grabs levi and tries to swim to shore. He manages to 

get her head above water- 

 

Levi: chris! -his feet are ins evere paina nd he goes under water and 

so deos levi not able to keep up witht he current- 

 

-suddenly arms reache down and grabs them pulling them both to the 

surface and onto the tree- 

 

Justin:y uor heavy chris! 

 

-Chris is unconcious- 

 
Lance: LEVI! 

 

Lance; Levi are you okay!? 

 

-levi is also out of it having swallowed and inhaled a ton of water- 

 



Justin: lance we need to get them to land. we have to carry them up! 

 

Joey: Lets go. 

 

-justin is able to get chris over his shoulder and gets back intot eh 

water walking against the current- 

 

-they manage to get Levi and Chris out of the water and perform cpr 

on them- 

 

-levi ends up coughing up all the water onto lance- 

 

-and spitting up water- 

 

-same with chris- 

 

Lance; I've never been so happy to have someone get water in my face 

before in my life! 

 

Chris: my feet are killing me! 

 
Joey; No shit. Come on lets get you two inside. 

 

Levi: my knee........... -gasps for air- 

 

-justin picks up chris with joey and they get them inside- 

 



Becca: You're back. OH GOD CHRIS! 

 

-runs over to him- 

 

Chris: hey becca. i can't feel my feet anymore i'm so happy 

 

Justin: we need to get hsi shoes off 

 

Chris: gulp 

 

Jc; I'll call 911. Becca I think I saw some scissors in the kitchen.  Get 

to work. 

 

Justin: yeah 

 

-Jc goes to the phone and Becca grabs the scissors- 

 

-meanwhile levi was shacking violently with a very high fever- 

 

Becca; This might hurt a bit but bare with me. -cuts the laces off and 

gets shoe number one off- 
 

-chris wimpers- 

 

-Lance is holing Levi getting several blankets around her- 

 

Levi: cold........... wet.......... 



 

-Shoe number two is a little more difficult but Becca manages to get it 

off too.- 

 

Chris: are my feet still attached? 

 

Lance; I know. You're gonna be okay. Trust me. 

 

Becca; yes but they're pretty beat up and bloody. 

 

-when the ambulance arrives they check out chris and levi. they take 

chris tot eh hospital and tell lance to strip levi and out her into a 

warm bath. she'll be sick but she will be fine- 

 

-Becca goes with Chris- 

 

Lance; okay. Come on levi. 

 

-lance gets levi into the bathroom- 

 

Levi: your.... your n...... not strip.... stripping ma... me -studdering 
froms hivering- 

 

-she can't stand because her knee is inflamed- 

 

Lance: I have to. I won't peek I promise. -fills bathtub- 

 



-levi shuts her eyes- 

 

Levi: bull crap 

 

Lance: Trust me okay. -strips her. He dosen't peek once- 

 

-meaning he stares at her face- 

 

-he gets her intot eh warm tub and can see her knee is red and 

swollen. she is very dirty and she oviously can't clean herself- 

 

Lance; I'm gonna scrub you off now. If I go to far anywhere just tell me 

okay? 

 

-levi nods- 

 

-lance gets to work. He keeps his eyes on her face and gets the dirt off 

her- 

 

-levi stares back at him then moans a bit when he is scrubbing her 

chest- 
 

inner levi: i wish i hid that 

 

-lance says nothing and continues scrubbing- 

 

-he debates whether or not he should scrub the inside of her thighs 



and just does it- 

 

inner levi: god am i horney but in pain 

 

-Lance finally finishes- 

 

Lance; How're you feeling now aside from the knee pain? 

 

Levi: horny -mumbles- 

 

-Lance leans in kissing her on the lips. he pulls back immediately 

though regretting it- 

 

Levi: i don't think i would trust anyone else washing me so i think its 

you thats making me horny. can you help me dry off and dress 

anready i'm sitting in my filth 

 

Lance; Okay. -helps her out of the tub letting the water drain- 

 

-her bad knee leg is hovering up int he aira nd she is holding ontot eh 

edge of the sink to keep balance- 
 

Levi: i hate this knee 

 

Lance: I don't blame you. -dries her off- Try to take it easy for a while 

okay? 

 



Levi: in the coubbored here there is a first aid kit. i need a wrapp so i 

can wrap my knee and keep it stable 

 

Lance; Got it. -grabs the first aid kit.- here ya go- 

 

-she wraps her knee then lance helps her into her bedroom. he goes 

through her dresser staring at the top seeing very sexy undies- 

 

lance; Should I? Ah what the heck. -grabs them and a t-shirt and 

sweats- 

 

Levi: grab what? -he hands her the clothes- ahh the gift nick sent me 

 

Lance; Nick sounds likea real horndog 

 

Levi: he's gaya nd amrried with twins 

 

Lance; Cool. Need help getting downstairs after you're done getting 

dressed. 

 

-levi feels her forehead- 
 

Levi: i'm extremly sick lance i can't really do much at all right now. i 

wish i didn't have to say this but can you help me into my clothes? 

 

Lance: Sure. -starts getting her into them.' After this I'll get you to 

your room. 



 

Levi: i'm in my room 

 

Lance; Into your bed then. Is there a guest room I can stay in? 

 

-lance pulls up her underwear and 'udjusts' them- 

 

Levi: across the hall it has a bunk bed. you and joey can share it 

 

Levi: enjoying playing with my ass? 

 

Lance; Okay. Thanks. -gets the rest of her clothes on her- 

 

Lance; It's just as nice and firm as last time. 

 

-lance gets levi into bed and leaves quickly going downstairs- 

 

Justin: have fun playing with naked Levi? 

 

Lance; Yeah. Guilty pleasure. 

 
Justin: uh-huh. well if you want to know chris told me that if one of 

them lived and the other different chris would ahve levi tell becca he 

still loves her and the baby and chris would have told you that levi 

thinks your like no other guy she's ever met meaning she luvs you -

grins- now if you'll excuse me i have a jc to please -runs up stairs- 

 



-Lance grins and goes to the bunk bed room and goes to sleep- 

 

-joey and lance can hear moaning- 

 

-but they can also ehar crying- 

 

Lance; Is that Levi? 

 

Joey: i dunno. You go check. 

 

-his ehad is covered by a pillow- 

 

-Lance gets up and goes to Levi's room- 

 

Lance; Levi? Are you okay? Do you need me to bring you some pain 

killers? 

 

Levi: -sniff- leave me -hic up- alone 

 

Lance; no. Not until you tell me what's wrong. -sits next to her- 

 
Levi: i'm in -hic up- more pain then -sniff- you know 

 

Lance; talk to me. Tell me what's wrong. 

 

Levi: my knee is throabing my head is throabing i'm hot under the 

covers but cold without them and............ and................ 



 

-Lance hugs her kissing her on the lips- 

 

Levi: i'm alone -she whimpers- your on my knee 

 

Lance; Sorry. -moves-  

 

-she sighs and ajust but the pain doesn't leave so she whimpers- 

 

Levi: i just want everything to go -hic up- backt o normal 

 

Lance; i'll get you some pain killers. -goes to the bathroom and comes 

back with some pills and water- 

 

-levi takes them- 

 

-lance feels her forehead. very hot- 

 

Lance; If you want I'll get you some tea to help you sleep better. 

 

Levi: yes -lance helps her up into a position so she is lying down but 
leaning up against big soft pillows. he turns ont ehtv handing her the 

remote and leaves- 

 

-levi puts it on house- 

 

Lance; I'll be back asap with the tea. -goes downstairs- 



 

-levi takes a tissue and dabs at her face feeling how hot it is- 

 

-a few minutes later Lance comes back up with some tea- 

 

Lance: Here ya go. 

 

-levi takes it and slowly drinks it- 

 

Lance; So what did I miss? 

 

Levi: nothing much 

 

Lance; okay. 

 

Levi: so you've taken up drinking 

 

Lance; I'm not proud of it. But yes. 

 

Levi: why? let me guess - same reason chris did 

 
Lance; Yeah. 

 

Levi: don't see why though. chris and becca's situation is very 

different 

 

Lance; I wanted to forget. I wanted to drink the pain of loseing you 



away. 

 

Levi: looseing sex or looseing me? 

 

Lance; you. If I wanted sex I would've found a hooker. 

 

Levi:" how can you be drinking over loosing me when you barley know 

me? i don't understand 

 

Lance: It happens. I guess you could say love at first sight. 

 

Levi: i don't belive in that -finishes the last of her tea setting it down 

and leaning back intot he pillows- 

 

Lance: Is there a way I can prove it to you? 

 

Levi: i don't know don't be asking me. ask yourself -she coughs- 

 

Lance: Okay then. as of now I'm your bedside slave. 

 

Levi: fine 
 

inner levi: i need to know if he really does love me and just isn't 

freaking out over a crush 

 

Lance: Anything I can get you? 

 



Levi: nothing at this moment. i just need sleep lots and lots of sleep -

snuggles back into the pillows and sheets and tries to fall asleep and 

does when lance holds onto her- 

 

Lance; Goodnight. -falls asleep next to her- 

 

-the next morning at the hospital- 

 

Doc; We were able to save your feet but you need to go easy on them. 

I'm afraid your career in lumber work is a good as toast. You should 

find a less physically strenuous job. 

 

Becca: It'll be okay Chris. Nikki has a job right? You can go back to 

school and she can work until you get a new job. 

 

Doc: Speaking of which she's here to see you. Do you want me to send 

her in?  

 

Becca; I'll go. -gets up- Have fun chris. 

 

Chris: becca you stay and yes bring nikki in. i haven't been doing 
lumber work i'm ending that. i'm planning to go backt o school and get 

something in computers 

 

Doc: Okay I'll go get her. 

 

Chris: actually better yet psycology 



 

Becca; Chris. I'm sorry but it's just so akward being in the same room 

with your fiance. 

 

Chris: just stay please? 

 

Becca; Okay. -sighs and sits back down. She's wearing a maternity 

shirt that one of the nurses let her borrow- 

 

-nikki come sin- 

 

Nikki: chris baby are you oaky?! 

 

-she goes overa nd kisses him- 

 

Chris: yeah i'm fine. nikki i need tot alk to you 

 

Nikki: why is she here? -points at becca- 

 

Chris: i asked her to be 

 
-Becca fades into backround- 

 

Chris: Nikki she is carrying my child. she is going to be living with us 

so i can help raise the baby until she can find a place. she is going to 

be a big part in my life 

 



Nikki: hell no 

 

Chris: what? 

 

Nikki: its either me or chris. i'm sorry but even thoguh she is carrying 

your child i will not let her be coming first 

 

Chris: its sorry then Nikki. 

 

Nikki: you cannot be choose her! 

 

Chris: i'm sorry i hope we can still be friends 

 

-one slap later anbd a ring hitting him int he eye nikki leaves crying- 

 

Chris: uh-huh figured -picks up the ring blinking- 

 

Becca; I really hate to talk about people I don't know behind ther 

backs but she was quite the ungrateful bitch. 

 

Chris: god that was hard but i think this is harder -looks at becca- 
becca will you marry me instead? -holds outt he ring- 

 

-Becca looks like she's going to cry. But nods- 

 

-chris puts the ring onto her finger and kisses her- 

 



Chris: i really do love you and i'm not angry at all for what happened 

witht eh amnesia i'm really not 

 

Becca; I'm sorry I didn't love you. -hugs him crying into his shoulder- 

 

-chris rubs her back- 

 

Chris: so was Levi good in bed? 

 

Becca; Well I guess you did keep that promise after all. Even though 

you were five when we made it. 

 

Chris: promise? 

 

Becca; You said you'd marry me when we were little kids. I wrote it 

down in one of my dairies. 

 

Chris: oh now i rememebr. yep and we will get married. up to you if its 

after kid or before 

 

Becca; Well I'm already showing so after. 
 

Chris: mkay -kisses her- 

 

-at the house- 

 

Hector: Meow meow meow. -piss- 



 

-lance wakes up but levi is asleep but shacking- 

 

lance; Hector you are a sick sick little kitty. 

 

-Hector glares at him- 

 

Dirk: squeek -crap- 

 

Inner Hector: We must mark our territory. And it dosen't help that 

those insufferable dogs are chaseing me everywhere. 

 

-Busta and Korea come running in barking- 

 

-chasing hector and dirk out fo the room- 

 

inner busta: get those foreign animals~! 

 

Inner Korea; we must know them! Maybe the larger one with the 

pointed ears will play with us? 

 
inner bustA: yes not get them! 

 

-Lance rolls his eyes and gets out of bed to get some breakfast ready 

for Levi- 

 

-however she never wakes up. she isn't dead but she just doesn't wake 



up- 

 

Justin: doc said she might be asleep for days 

 

Lance; okay. 

 

-lance refuses though to leave her side just in case she does- 

 

Joey: they also said Chris was gonna be in the hospital for a few days 

too. Becca's coming back to the house later today to get a change of 

clothes. 

 

Justin: ahh me love is calling. i must be off then -says it in a british 

accent. he goes into his room climbing ont he bed and kissing jc- 

 

-joey shutters- 

 

Lance; As happy as I am for those two I really with they'd keep all 

that talk in the bedroom. 

 

-over the course of the next few days lance stays with levi being 
brought food by joey and becca stays with chris once in a while 

coming back to the house to change- 

 

Justin: man poor lance 

 

Joey: I feel for him. I'm gonna need to call Kelly soon and let her know 



i'm still alive. 

 

Justin: yeash he keeps singing to her. he's very good at that but his 

voice will give sooner or later 

 

Jc: Maybe he can write a song for her? 

 

Justin: why not jc you can help him actually both of us can help him 

 

Joey: It would work. I mean the guy is always going on about how he 

wants to prove he loves her. 

 

Jc: Sounds good. 

 

Justin: just lets not have it be a 'i want inside of you' kind of song. that 

is just for jc and me -grins- 

 

Jc: Will do. 

 

-joey runs from the room- 

 
-Jc and Justin are able to get Lance away from Levi's bedside for a bit 

to get the song written. Lance writes the music while he's watching 

her- 

 

-everyone once in a while she stirs and lance watches her closely 

until no sign of her awakening is seen- 



 

Justin: paranoid? 

 

Lance; yeah. That just about sums it up. 

 

Justin: well untils he wakes up lance.................. 

 

Lance; I'm just gonna keep writeing. It's all I can really do until she 

wakes up. 

 

Justin: good luck -he leaves jc having already left to the outside- 

 

-lance has a keybaord in her room- 

 

-chris arrives from the hospital later that week. He's still in a 

wheelchair though so he has to sleep downstairs- 

 

-he's happy becca's guest room is downstairs- 

 

-except when the baby kicks him wakeing him up at night- 

 
-joey convinces lance to come outside and help him with something 

really quick- 

 

-levi has a nightmare and ends up waking up shooting up in bed. she 

first goes tot eh bathroom and spalshes water in her face. she was 

limping. when she comes back out she see ht ekeyboard and bed 



covered in music sheets- 

 

Levi: what the- 

 

-she slowly goes over still weak. she looks through them- 

 

Levi: Levi's song? when did he find out my first name? 

 

Levi: he wasn't there when i told the others 

 

Becca; Oh Levi. You're awake! Lance will be so happy. He's been 

worried sick about you. Joey practically had to drag him away. 

 

Levi: drag him away? 

 

Levi: what is all this? -picks up a bunch of papers- 

 

Becca; yes. he was by your bedsie day and night takeing care of you. 

As for those papers he's been writeing songs for you. 

 

Levi: songs.................. -she starts to read though them all lying back 
on the bed. becca leaves- 

 

-lance goes back upstairs from helping Joey.- 

 

Lance; What a day. -sees Levi- YOU'RE AWAKE! -runs over- 

 



Levi: you've been writing songs? who told you my first name? did 

anyone help you with all this? 

 

Lance; Jc and justin helped me with a few of them. Others I did 

myself. 

 

Levi: and my name? 

 

Lance; Jc. 

 

-leiv nods and hands them abck to lance- 

 

Levi: can you play them? 

 

Lance; Sure. -sits down and starts playing- 

 

-levi gets back under the covers and watches him- 

 

-Lance plays and sings for about an hour. when he's through with all 

the songs he looks at her- 

 
Levi: all titled Levi's songs? 

 

Lance; I'm not good at coming up with song titles. 

 

Levi: you never left my side? 

 



-as you've ntoised she is asking many questions- 

 

Lance: I didn't. Like I promised I was your bedside slave. 

 

Levi: what did you do to me when i slept? apparently its has been how 

many days? 

 

Lance; It's been a couple weeks. When you slept I monitored your 

temperature and made sure you didn't get malnutrition. and between 

that I was working on those songs. 

 

Levi: how may i ask did you feed me? 

 

Lance; Your mouth of course. 

 

Levi: wow...................... and did a doctor ever come? 

 

Lance; A few times. 

 

Levi: what did the doc say? 

 
Lance; He said you were gonna be asleep for a while and that really all 

we could do was keep you hydrated and fed until the fever was gone. 

 

Levi: one last question? 

 

Lance; Fire away. 



 

Levi: can you help me shower? 

 

Lance: Sure. Right this way. 

 

-levi limps to the bathroom and feels lighthead a bit but not too bad- 

 

-she leans against lance- 

 

-Lance starts the shower and helps Levi undress- 

 

Levi: this shower is one of those glass ones. your gonna have to join 

me i think unless you can think of another way? 

 

Lance; I can't. I'll just wear my boxers- 

 

Levi: up toy uo -he helps her in and gets himself down to his boxers- 

 

-lance gets into the shower with her and helps her scrub down- 

 

-he rinses her off and she gasps whent he shower head goes betweene 
hr legs- 

 

Levi: having fun? 

 

Lance; If you want me to not wash you anywhere just say so. And yes. 

 



-once done he holds onto her waist as she washes her hair. his fingers 

rubs her hips lightly- 

 

Lance; So do you want to go back to bed after you've dried off or do 

you want to go get some food? 

 

Levi: food sounds okay -she rises out her hair and turns aorund 

getting light ehad and lance grabs onto her and presses against her 

steadying her- 

 

Levi: you are hard? 

 

Lance; I'm gonna be totally honest and say yes. 

 

Levi: just fucking kiss me already 

 

-Lance kisses her hard on the mouth- 

 

-levi kisses him back holding onto his arms- 

 

-they end up makeing out like that for a few minutes- 
 

-then they get out and dry off. lance ends up lying levi on her bed 

kissing her more. towle is around her chest and towel is around his 

waist- 

 

lance; I don't think we should be going all the way while you're still 



recovering but this is fine by me. 

 

Levi: yeah same here -titls her head back- 

 

-meanwhile with chrisa nd becca- 

 

Chris: you want to blow me......................... -he looks at her closly- 

 

Becca; What makes you so sure of that? 

 

Chris: you hinted it i could tell! 

 

-Becca smiles-  

 

Becca; How did i hint it? 

 

Chris: your becca i can tell now if you follow me into our room we can 

see how well fucking while man is stuck in wheelchaira nd aldy is 

pregnate works 

 

Becca; Okay. -smirks- Lets do it then. 
 

-chris hurries into the room- 

 

-Becca 'waddles' after him- 

 

-very dirty sex follows- 



 

-levi and lance comes downstairs levi using her cane and he fixes her 

food- 

 

Lance; Oh god. Not those two. Now we've got to listen to them and the 

gay boys at it. 

 

Levi: i can cover them up -plays with her cane- 

 

Lance; Go for it. -brings her a huge plate of french toast- 

 

-she starts to eat quickly- 

 

-Lance watches her eat- 

 

Levi: yummy -burp- exuse me -pushes her plate away that had 

litterally been licked clean and lance was harder now- 

 

Inner Lance; Who wouldve thought thatchicks eating french toast 

would be sexy. 

 
Levi: your hard again one i can tell by your face and how your staring 

at me and two i can see the buldge -she is playing with her cane again- 

 

lance; Oh yeah...Sorry. I guess It's gonna take alot of patience for me 

to wait till you're well enough for sex. 

 



Levi: uh-huh 

 

-one week later levi seems to be moving aroudn very well and lance is 

wondering when she asks him the magical question- 

 

Justin: lance you look a little impatient. waiting for Levi to get back 

from work? 

 

Lance: yeah. 

 

-levi arrives back from the vet hearing thumping- 

 

Levi: they at it again? 

 

Lance; Which ones are you talking about? 

 

Lance; Jc and justin or Becca and Chris? 

 

Levi: both then -hangs up her stuff- man its late and i'm beat i'm 

gonna head to bed 

 
Lance; Okay. Sleep well Levi. 

 

-levi nods and heads upstairs. lance waits a few minutes then darts 

up the stairs after her stripping down to his boxers fast and 

scrambling under the sheets and against her- 

 



Levi: well hi there 

 

Lance; I have bad dreams. Can I sleep with you tonight? 

 

Levi: lance we have been sharing a bed for a while now ya know 

 

Lance: I know. -grins- But those times I was wearing pjs. Now I'm just 

in boxers. 

 

Levi: uh-huh -she snuggles into her pillows and lance runs his hand 

down her side. she is sleeping in lacy underwear and a black tank top- 

 

Lance; You're feeling better. 

 

Levi: yeah i am -muffled by pillows- 

 

Lance; Maybe we can drown out the thumping? 

 

Levi: tv remote is on your side of the bed 

 

Lance; I was thinking something more along the lines of wakeing the 
whole house up. With louder thumping. 

 

-levi rolls over- 

 

Levi: you want sex 

 



Lance; -grinning- yeah pretty much. 

 

Levi: give me five reasons why then i will think on it -rolls back over- 

 

Lance; Well first of all we've been avoiding it for a while. Two we could 

use a little fun. Three I think I've been proveing that I love you. Four I 

love haveing sex with you. And five why the hell not? 

 

Levi: i love teasing horny men 

 

Lance: Torture my dick then. 

 

-levi rolls over on top of lance- 

 

-she runs her ahnds down his chest kissing his nose- 

 

Levi: smexy 

 

-Lance growls sexily- 

 

-levi groans and attacks his lips pinching his nipples- 
 

Lance; Oh yeah that's 's hot! 

 

Levi: play with me? 

 

-Lance reaches up ripping off her tank top and rubbing her tits- 



 

Levi: oh yeah 

 

lance; nice and soft and firm. Oh yeah. 

 

-levi rubs herself against lance's self- 

 

Lance's Dick: -BOING!- 

 

Pussy: heh heh 

 

Lance's Dick: LEMME IN LEMME IN LEMME IN! 

 

Pussy: you have to earn it 

 

-Lance wriggles out of his underware and while still rubbing Levi's tits 

with one hand rubs her pussy through her underware with the other- 

 

Levi: oh baby yes................. 

 

Pussy: eh i've felt better 
 

-Lance grins and starts gringing his dick on her pussy as well- 

 

Pussy: me likey! let him in let him in! 

 

-lance pulls at Levi's underware- 



 

-levi helps him get her out of her underwear. then he throws her 

ontot eh bed--she giggles- 

 

Levi:y ou keep making me giggle! 

 

Lance; Is that a bad thing? -kisses down her body mouthing her while 

spreading her legs and aligning himself. 

 

Pussy: hi dick. in me NOW! 

 

Lance's Dick: Yes Ma'am. 

 

-Lance grins and slams his dick in hard moveing really fast- 

 

Levi: AHH SHIT YEAH! 

 

Lance: FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK! oH YES FUCK! 

 

Pussy: how many thrust does it take to make me cum? 

 
Lance's Dick: I dunno. Lets find out! 

 

Pussy: one thrust two thrusts three thrusts.................. 

 

-35 later- 

 



Levi: oh god i'm gonna cum really hard and fast here -grabs at the 

sheets- 

 

lance; Come on. Cum for me levi. Cum all over for me baby. 

 

Pussy: three two one 

 

-one loud cry of pleasure and spraying later- 

 

Pussy: bye bye bye dick 

 

Lance: OH HELL YEAH! -CUMS IN GREAT THINK SPURTS- 

 

Lance's Dick: Pleasure doing business with you. -is pulled out- 

 

-levi lies flat on the bed panting hard lance licking her neck- 

 

Levi: i love you -shuts her eyes rubbing his head- 

 

-she hasn't said that before- 

 
Lance: I love you too. -kisses her before going to sleep- 

 

-the next morning- 

 

Joey; I seriously need to Kelly to move down here. i don't want to be 

the only single person here in this orgy house. 



 

Justin: hhehehehehe 

 

-lance is waking up- 

 

Jc: You know you like it. 

 

-he smiles at levi who is sleeping and he shakes her awake- 

 

Lance; I smell breakfast. Come on lets go. 

 

-levi doesn't budge- 

 

Lance; levi. -shakes her more- Levi wake up. 

 

-he rolls her over and as she moves her body is sort of........ limp- 

 

Lance; Levi? Levi! LEVI! 

 

-he checks a pulse and breathing and there is nothing. her face is cold 

and he snuggles against her crying- 
 

-her heart gave out. and she knew that would happen- 

 

Lance; No Levi. Please baby. Don't go. No. No. -breaks down crying- 

 

-the others run upstairs except for becca and chris of course. fat 



chick and guy on wheels- 

 

Justin: what’s going on? 

 

Jc; What's wrong! 

 

Lance: Levi's dead! 

 

Joey: WHAT!? 

 

Jc; Oh dear god. 

 

Justin: oh god -he checks her pulse and breathing and sighs- 

 

Justin: what happened last night? 

 

Lance; We had sex. 

 

-they got dressed in the middle of the night having gotten cold. lance 

remembers she was going slow and he though she was just tired. she 

was holding him once they got back in and telling him she won't leave 
him and she loves him. he agreed and fell asleep- 

 

Lance; This is all my fault isn't it. 

 

Joey; No Lance. It's not. 

 



Justin: who said it was? 

 

Lance; I fucked her. i was the one who wanted sex. If I hadn’t been 

such an ass she might have still been alive. 

 

-chris was calling 911 and comforting becca- 

 

Justin: lance she loves you! you didn't kill her 

 

-Lance is just holding Levi's body sobbing- 

 

-soon the paramedics arrive and take her body away joey having to 

hold lance back- 

 

-the doctor calls and tells them that her heart gave out in the middle 

of the night. the stress of everything going on and all these injuries 

she had. her heart was damaged fromt he truck and she was told she 

wasn't going to live long but she never told anyone about that- 

 

Justin: i'm gonna miss her................ 

 
-Becca and Lance are both crying. Becca of course holding her baby 

bump.- 

 

Joey; We all are. She was probably the best thing that ever happened 

to us. 

 



Chris: becca the baby is a girl right? 

 

Justin: got us out of that town 

 

Becca; The doctors weren't entirely sure but they say it's a good 

chance. 

 

Chris: i like the name Levi 

 

Lance; Name the baby after her. Please. I know it's selfish of me to ask 

it of you two but it would mean the world to me. 

 

Becca; Jordyn....I like it. 

 

-few months later lance is staring at that baby girl Chris was holding 

and he's still in the wheelchair- 

 

Chris: Jordyn Heather Kirkpatrick 

 

-the docs said Chris would be out of the wheelchair soon but would 

have foot problems the rest of his life- 
 

Becca; Welcome to the world. 

 

-they all feel a shiver run down their spines and the baby starts to 

giggle- 

 



Chris: you so cute! 

 

Doc: That's odd. Infants don't usually starts smiling or laughing until 

they hit three months. 

 

Justin: well i think i know who made her do that.......... 

 

-lance could swear he saw something move across the window- 

 

Inner Lance; You're still with us aren't you Levi. 

 

Chris: your namesake is here with us Levi 

 

Becca: She's always going to be with us. -is laying in the bed 

exhausted- 

 

-far future- 

 

Jordyn: Lance died in a car crash when i was ten. Your grandfather 

can't run worth crap still and your grandma well she has a handfull. 

Joey and Kelly have a kid and she’s a few years younger then me 
with a kid herself. yal play with her all the time. Jc and Justin got 

committed and adopted a kid who is ten years younger then me. 

Lance got to see him before he died. Levi.... well i never knew her but i 

was told a lot about her. i know i've felt something weird whenever all 

of us were together so....... she and lance are together i just know it 

 



Heather:  mommy? 

 

Jordyn: yeah? 

 

Heather: will i ever find someone to love like that? 

 

Jordyn: both you and your brother will. Even your uncle Tyler will 

find someone. 

 

Heather: thank you mommy -kisses her- 

 

Jordyn: night Heather. night Maddox -goes over and kisses him who 

fell asleep too- 

 

-Jordyn shuts the light off and leaves the room going to her bedroom 

and snuggling up with her husband. she stares out the window and 

swears on gods green earth she sees lance and levi out in the yard- 

 

Jordyn: night James 

 

James: night sweetheart 
 

THE END! 

EL FIN! 


